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Figure 9.4: Misclassified GSCORE gestures
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I

Figure 9.5: A looped corner
The leftfigure is a magnification ofa misclassified "4r as 16r " shown in thepreviousfigure. Theportion ofthe
gesture enclosed in the rectangle has been copied and its aspect ratio changed, resulting in thefigure on the
right. As can been seen, the corner, which shouldbe a simple angle, is looped. This resulted in the angle-based
features having values significantly differentfrom the average 4r gesture, thus the misclassification.

In "2u as 4u," "2d as 4d," "8r as 4d," "8r as 8d," and "timesig as 2d" there is no point between
the initial point and the first corner, probably due to the paging. This interacts badly with
the features fi and f2, the cosine and sine of initial angle. Features fi and f2 are computed
from the first and third point; this usually results in a better measurement than using the first
and second point. In these cases, however, this results in a poor measurement, since the third
point is after the corner.
"8r as nat" was the result of a very long page in, during which the author got impatient and
jiggled the mouse.
Ambiguous classes. Some classes are very similar to each other, and are thus likely to be mistaken
for each other. The 14 misclassifications of "Fclef as 8r" are an example. Actually, these
may also be considered examples of poor mouse tracking, since points lost from the normally
rounded top of the Fclef gesture caused the confusion. The mistakes "uptie as 8u," and "uptie
as Fclef" are also examples of ambiguity.
Ideally, the gesture classes of an application should be designed so as to be as unambiguous
as possible. Given nearly ambiguous classes, it is essential that the input device be as reliable
and as ergonomically sound as possible, that the features be able to express the differences,
and that the decider be able to discriminate between them. Without all of these properties, it
is inevitable that there will be substantial confusion between the classes.
Inadequacy of the feature set. The examples where the second mouse pointis the first corner show
one way in which the features inadequately represent the classes. For example, the "2r as
sharp" examples appear to the system as simple left strokes. Sometimes, a small error in the
drawing results in a large error in a feature. This occurs most often when a stroke doubles
back on itself; a small change results in a large difference in the angle features f9, /10, and
fii (see figure 9.5). The mistakes "4r as 16r" and "16d as delete" are in this category. "l6u
as 8u" and "16u as 32u" point to other places where the features may be improved.
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The mapping from gestures to features is certainly not invertible; many different gestures
might have the same feature vector in the current scheme. This results in ambiguities not
due entirely to similarities between classes, but due to a feature set unable to represent the
difference. Example "key as 16d" is an illustration of this, albeit not a great one.
Inadequacy of linear, statistical classification. Given that the differences between classes can be
expressed in the feature vector, it still may be possible that the classes cannot be separated
well by linear discrimination functions. This typically comes about when a class has a feature
vector with a severely non-multivariate-normal distribution. In the current feature set, this
most often happens in a class where the gesture folds back on itself (as discussed earlier),
causingf9, and thus the entire feature vector, to have a bimodal distribution.
The averaging of the covariance matrix in essence implies that a given feature is equally
important in all classes. In the above class, the initial angle features are deemed important by
the classifier. When compounded with errors in the tracking, this leads to bad performance
on examples such as "uptie as beam" and "uptie as move." It is possible for a linear classifier
to express the per-class importance of features in a linear classifier; in essence this is what
is done by the neural-network-like training procedures (a.k.a back propagation, stochastic
gradient, proportional increment, or perceptron training).
Inadequate training data. Drawing and tracking errors occur in the training set as well as the
testing set. Given enough good examples, the effect of bad examples on the estimates of the
average covariance matrix and the mean feature vectors is negligible. This is not the case
when the number of examples per class is very small. Bad or insufficient training data causes
bad estimates for the classifier parameters, which in turn causes classification errors. The
gestures classified correctly by the C = 30, E = 40 classifier, but incorrectly by the C = 30,
E = 10 classifier are examples of this.
Analyzing errors in this fashion leads to a number of suggestions for easy improvements to the
classifier. Timing or distance information can be used to decide whether to computefi andf2 using
the first two points or the first and third points of the gesture. Mouse events could be queued up
to improve performance in the presence of paging. Some new features can be added to improve
recognition even in the face of other errors; in particular, the cosine and sine of the final angle of
the gesture stroke would help avoid a number of errors. These modification are left for future work,
as the author, at the present time, has no desire to redo the above evaluation using 6000 examples
from a different gesture set.
One error not revealed in these tests, but seen in practice, is misclassification due to a premature
timeout in the two-phase interaction. This results in a gesture being classified before it is completely
entered.

9.1.2

Rejection parameters

Section 3.6 considered the possibility of rejecting a gesture, i.e. choosing not to classify it. Two
parameters potentially useful for rejection were developed. An estimate of the probability that
a gesture is classified unambiguously, P, is derived from the values of the per-class evaluation
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Figure 9.6: Rejection parameters
functions. An estimate of the Mahalanobis distance, d2, is used to determine how close a gesture is
to the norm of its chosen class.
It would be nice ifthresholds on the rejection parameters could be used to neatly separate correctly
classified example from incorrectly classified examples. It is clear that it would be impossible to
do a perfect job; as "delete as 8d" illustrates, the system would need to read the user's mind. The
hope is that most of the incorrectly classified gestures can be rejected, without rejecting too many
correctly classified gestures.
A little thought shows that any rejection rule based solely on the ambiguity metric P will on the
average reject at least as many correctly classified gestures as incorrectly classified gestures. This
follows from the reasonable conjecture that the average ambiguous gesture is at least as likely to
be classified correctly as not. (This assumes that the gesture is not equally close to three or more
classes. In practice, this assumption is almost always true.)
Figure 9.6 is a scatter plot that shows the value for both rejection parameters for all the gestures
in the GSCORE test set. A plus sign indicates a gesture classified correctly; a triangle indicates each
gesture classified incorrectly, i.e. those represented in figure 9.4. Most of the correctly classified
examples have an estimated unambiguity probability of very close to one, thus accounting for
the dark mass of points at the right of the graph. 96.3% of the correctly classified examples had
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Figure 9.7: Counting correct and incorrect rejections
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Figure 9.9: Correctly classified gestures with P < .95
P 2 0.99. However, the same interval contained 33.7% of the incorrectly classified examples.
Figure 9.7 shows how many correctly classified and how many incorrectly classified gestures would
be rejected as a function of the threshold on P.
Examining exactly which of the incorrect examples have P 2 0.99 is interesting. The garbled
"8r as nat" and the left stroke "2r as sharp" have P = 1.0 within six decimal places. In retrospect this
is not surprising; those gestures are far from every class, but happen to be unambiguously closest to
a single class. This is borne out in the d2 for those gestures, which is 380 (off the graph) for "8r as
nat" and at least 70 for each "2r as sharp" gesture. Other mistakes have Ë > .999 but / < 20. In
this category are "Fclef as 8r," "uptie as Fclef," "delete as 8d," and "4u as 8u"; these gestures go
beyond ambiguity to look like their chosen classes so could not be expected to be rejected.
Also interesting are those correctly classified test examples that are candidates for rejection based
on their Ë and / values. Figure 9.8 shows some GSCORE gestures whose Ë = 1 and / 2 90.
Examples "movel2" and "beam63" are abnormal only by virtue of the fact that they are larger than
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normal. The two bar examples have their endpoints in funny places, among other things, while
the three Gclef examples are fairly unrecognizable. The algorithm does however classify all of
these correctly; and it would be too bad to reject them. Figure 9.9 shows gestures whose ambiguity
probability is less that .95. In many of the examples this is caused by at least one corner being made
by two mouse points rather than one. In "delete33" one corner is looped. These gestures look so
much like their prototypes it would be too bad to reject them.
The Mahalanobis estimate is mainly useful for rejecting gestures that were deliberately entered
poorly. This is not as silly as it sounds; a user may decide during the course of a gesture not to
go through with the operation, and at that time extend the gesture into gibberish so that it will be
rejected.
One possible improvement would be to use the per-class covariance matrix of the chosen class
in the Mahalanobis distance calculation. Compared to using the average covariance matrix, this
would presumably result in a more accurate measurement of how much the input gesture differs for
the norm of its chosen class.

9.1.3

Coverage

Figure 9.10 shows the performance of the single-path gesture recognition algorithm on five different
gesture sets. The classifier for each set was trained on fifteen examples per class and tested on an
additional fifteen examples per class. The first set, based on Coleman's editor [25], had a substantial
amount of variation within each class, both in the training and the testing examples. The remaining
sets had much less variation with each class. As the rates demonstrate, the single-path gesture
recognition algorithm performs quite satisfactorily on a number of different gesture sets.

9.1.4

Varying orientation and size

One feature that distinguishes gesture from handwriting is that the orientation or size of a gesture in a
given class may be used as an application parameter. For this to work, gestures of such classes must
be recognized as such independent of their orientation or size. However, the recognition algorithm
should not be made completely orientation and size independent, as some other classes may depend
on orientation and size to distinguish themselves.
It is straightforward to indicate those classes whose gestures will vary in size or orientation:
simply vary the size or orientation of the training examples. The goal of the gesture recognizer is to
make irrelevant those features in classes for which they do not matter, while using those feature in
classes for which they do.
Theoretically, having some classes that vary in size and orientation, while other that depend on
size or orientation for correct classification should be a problem for any statistical classifier based on
the assumptions of a multivariate normal distribution of features per class, with the classes having
a common covariance matrix. A class whose size is variable is sure to have a different covariance
matrix than one whose size remains relatively constant; the same may be said of orientation. Thus,
we would suspect the classifier of Chapter 3 to perform poorly in this situation. Surprisingly, this
does not seem to be the case.
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Figure 9.10: Recognition rates for various gesture sets
Each set was trained with 15 examples per class and tested on an additional 15 examples per class.
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Figure 9.12: Recognition rate for set containing classes that vary
Figure 9.11 shows 16 classes, some of which vary in size, some of which vary in orientation,
others ofwhich depend on size or orientation to be distinguishable. The training set consists ofthirty
examples of each class; variations in size or orientation were reflected in the training examples, as
shown in the figure. A testing set with thirty or so examples per class was similarly prepared.
Figure 9.12 shows the recognition rate plotted against the number of classes for various numbers
of examples per class in the training set. As can be seen, the performance is good; 96.9% correct
on 16 classes trained with 30 examples per class. Using only 15 examples per class results in a
recognition rate of 96.7%.
Figure 9.13 shows all the mistakes made by the classifier. None of the mistakes appear to be a
result of the size or orientation of a gesture being confused. Rather, the mistakes are quite similar to
those seen previously. The conclusion in that the gesture classifier does surprisingly well on gesture
sets in which some classes have variable size or orientation, while others are discriminated on the
basis of their size or orientation.

9.1.5

Interuser variability
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All the gestures shown thus far have been those of the author. It was deemed necessary to show
validity of the current work by demonstrating that the gestures of at least one other person could
be recognized. Two questions come to mind: what recognition rate can be achieved when a person
other than the author gestures at a classifier trained with the author's gestures, and can this rate be
improved by allowing the person to train the classifier using his or her own gestures?

Setup
As preparation for someone besides the author actually using the GSCORE application (see Section
9.4.2 below), the GSCORE gesture set (figure 9.1) was used in the evaluation. The hardware used
was the same hardware used in the majority of this work, a DEC MicroVAX II running UNIX and
X10.
A simple testing program was prepared for training and evaluation (Figure 9.14). In a trial, a
prototype gesture of a given class is randomly chosen and displayed on the screen, with the start point
indicated. The user attempts to enter a gesture of the same class. That gesture is then classified, and
the results fed back to the user. In training mode, if the system makes an error, the trial is repeated.
In evaluation mode, each trial is independent.
Subject PV is a music professor, a professional musician, and an experienced music copyist. He
is also an experienced computer user, familiar with Macintosh and NeXT computers, among others.
Procedure
The subject was given one half hour of practice with the testing program in training mode. He was
also given a copy of figure 9.1 and instructed to take notes at his own discretion. After the halfhour,
the tester was put in evaluation mode, and two hundred trials run. The test was repeated one week
later, without any warmup. The subject was then instructed to create his own gesture set, borrowing
from the set he knew as much as he liked. Thirty examples of each gesture class were recorded, and
two hundred evaluation trials run on the new set.
Results
During the initial training there was some confusion on the subject's part regarding which hand to
use. The subject normally uses his right hand for mousing, but, being left handed, always writes
music with his left. After about ten minutes, the subject opted to use his left hand for gesturing.
In the initial evaluation trial the system classified correctly 188 out of 200 gestures. The subject
felt he could do better and was allowed a second run, during which 179 out of 200 gestures were
correctly classified. By his own admission, he was more "cocky" during the second run, generally
making the gestures faster than during the first. The average recognition rate is 91.8%.
After the test, the subject commented that he felt much of his difficulty was due to the fact
that he was not used to using the mouse with his left hand, and that the particular mouse felt very
different than the one he was used to (NeXT's). He felt his performance would further improve with
additional practice.
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Figure 9.15: PV's misclassified gestures (author's set)

His notes are interesting. Although the subject had no particular knowledge of the recognition
algorithm being used, in many cases his notes refer to the particular features used in the algorithm.
For gestures whole and sharp he wrote "start up" and "don't begin too vertically" respectively,
noting the importance of the correct initial angle. For 1r he wrote "make short," for bar he wrote
"make large," and for delete he wrote "make quickly." For 2u and 2d he wrote "sharp angle."
The subject commented on places where the gesture classes used did not conform to standard
copyist strokes. For example, he stated the loop in flat goes the wrong way. He explained that
many music symbols are written with two strokes, and said that he might prefer a system that could
recognize multiple-stroke symbols.
When the test was repeated a week later, the subject, without any warmup, achieved a score of
183 out of 200, 91.5%. Figure 9.15 shows the misclassified gestures. The subject was again unsure
of which hand to use, but used his left hand at the urging of the author.
The subject then created his own gesture set, examples of which are shown in figure 9.16. A
training set consisting of 30 examples of each class was entered. Running the training set through
the resulting classifier resulted in the rather low recognition rate of 94.7% (by comparison, running
the author's training set through the classifier it was used to train yielded 97.7%.) The low rate was
due to the some ambiguity in the classes (e.g. "flat" and "16d" were frequently confused) as well
as many classes where the corners were looped (as seen before in section 9.1.1), causing a bimodal
distributions forfg, fio, andfii
The problems in the new gesture set nonwithstanding, PV ran two hundred trials of the tester on
the new set. He was able to get a score of 186 out of 200, 93%.
At the time of this writing, PV has not yet made the attempt to remove the ambiguities from the
new gesture set and to be more careful on the sharp corners.
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Conclusion
It is difficult to draw a conclusion given data from only one subject. The author expected the
recognition rate to be higher when PV trained the system on his own gestures than when he used
the author's set. The actual rate was slightly higher, but not enough to make a convincing argument
that people do better on their own gestures (some slightly more convincing evidence is presented in
section 9.4.2 below). In retrospect, PV should have created a training set that copied the author's
gestures before attempting to significantly modify that gesture set. The author's gesture set turned
out to be better designed than PV's, in the sense of having less inherent ambiguities; this tended to
compensate for any advantage PV gained from using his own gestures.
However, PV's new gesture set is not without merit; on the contrary, it has a number ofinteresting
gestures. The new delete gesture, a quick, long, leftward stroke, gives the user the impression of
throwing objects off the side of the screen. The new move gesture is like a delete followed by a
last minute change of mind. The flat gesture is much closer to the way PV writes the symbol, as are
the leftward whole and half rests gestures 1r and 2r. The stylized "4" for timesig is clever, as is the
way it relates to key. PV's bar gesture is much more economical that the author's.
The experiments indicate that a person can use a classifier trained on another person's gesture
with moderately good results. Also indicated is that people can create interesting gesture sets on
their own. Some modification to the feature set also seems desirable, mainly to make the features
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less sensitive to "looped" corners. It would be useful to give more feedback to the gesture design as
to which classes are confusable. This should be simple to do simply by examining the Mahalanobis
distance between every pair of classes.

9.1.6

Recognition Speed

It is well known that a user interface must respond quickly in order to satisfy users; thus for gesturebased systems the speed of recognition is an important factor in the usability of the system. This
section reports on measurements of the speed of the components of the recognition process.
The statistical gesture recognizer described in Chapter 3 was designed with speed in mind. Each
feature is incrementally calculated in constant time; thus O(F) work must be done per mouse point,
where F is the number of features. Given a gesture of P mouse points, it thus takes O(PF) time to
compute its feature vector. The classification computes a linear evaluation function over the features
for each of C classes; thus classification take O(CF) time.
Feature calculation
The abstract datatype Fv is used to encapsulate the feature calculation as follows:
FV FvAlloc () allocates an object of type FV. A classifier will generally call FvAlloc () only
once, during program initialization.
FvInit (fv) initializes fv, an object oftype FV. FvInit (fv) is called once per gesture, before
any points are added.
FvAddPoint (fv, x, y, t) adds the point (x, y) which occurs at time t to the gesture.
FvAddPoint performs the incremental feature calculation. It is called for every mouse
point the program receives. There are thirteen features calculated (F = 13).
Vector FvCalc (fv) returns the feature vector as an array of double precision floating point
numbers. It performs any necessary calculations needed to transform the incrementally
calculated auxiliary features into the feature set used for classification. It is called once per
gesture.
The function CalcFeatures (g) represents the entire work of computing the feature vector
for a gesture that is in memory:
Fv fv ;

/* allocated via FvAlloc() elsewhere * /

Vector
CalcFeatures (g)
register Gesture g;

{
register Point p;
FvInit (fv) ;

for(p = g->point; p < &g->point[g->npoints]; p++)
FvAddPoint (fv,

p->x, p->y, p->t) ;
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Processor
MicroVAX II
VAX 11/780
MicroVAX III
PMAX-3100

Time(sec)
227.95
172.20
60.97
11.30

Relative Speed
0.76
1.0
2.8
15

Table 9.1: Speed of various computers used for testing
Processor

MicroVAX II
MicroVAX III
PAA^Y-3100

milliseconds per call
FvAddPoint FvCalc CalcFeatures
0.22
0.34
3.9
0.074
0.13
1.3
0.029
0.040
0.44

Table 9.2: Speed of feature calculation
return FvCalc (fv) ;
To obtain the timings, the testing set of Section 9.1.1 was read into memory, and then each
gesture was passed to CalcFeatures. Three processors were used: the DEC MicroVAX II that
was used for the majority of the work reported in this dissertation, a DEC MicroVAX III, and a DEC
PAA^Y-3100 (to get an idea ofthe performance on a more modern system). The UNIX profiling tool
was used to obtain the times. In all cases, the times are virtual times, i.e. the time spent executing
the program by the processor. All tests were run on unloaded systems, and the real times were never
more than 10% more than the virtual times.
Before timing any code related to gesture recognition, the following code fragment (compiled
with "cc -O") was timed on a number of processors, MicroVAX II, VAX 11/780, MicroVAX III,
and PAA^Y-3100, in order to compare the speed ofthe processors used in the following tests to that
of a VAX 11/780:
register int i, n = 1000000;
double s, a[15], b[15];
for(i = 0; i < 15; i++) a[i] = i, b[i] = i*i;
do {
s = 0.0;
for(i = 0; i < 15; i++) s += a[i] * b[i];
} while (--n) ;

The times for the above fragment shown in table 9.1.
Note that on this code fragment the PMAX-3100 runs about 20 times faster than the MicroVAX
II. On more typical code, it usually runs only 10-15 times faster.
The testing set averaged 13.4 points per gesture. The timings for the routines that calculate
features are shown in table 9.2.
The cost per mouse point to incrementally process a mouse point is a small fraction of a
millisecond, even on the slowest processor. Since mouse points typically come no faster than 40
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Processor

MicroVAX II
MicroVAX III
PMAX-3100
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Computation time (milliseconds)
va
maxva
Ï>
f total
(one class) (30 classes)
0.27
8.0
0.8
3.7 12.6
0.074
2.2
0.3
1.1
3.6
0.022
0.66 0.01 0.26 0.99
Table 9.3: Speed of Classification

per second, only a small fraction of the processor is consumed incrementally calculating the feature
vector. Indeed, substantially more of the processor is consumed communicating with the window
manager to receive the mouse point and perform the inking.
Classification
Once the feature vector is calculated it must be classified. This involves computing a linear
evaluation function vc on F features (F = 13) for each of C classes. If the rejection parameters are
desired, it takes an additional O(C) work to estimate the ambiguity Ï> and O(F2) work to estimate
the Mahalanobis distance d2. The computation times for each of these is shown in table 9.3.
To get these times, four runs were made. Every gesture in the testing set was classified in every
run. The first run did not calculate either rejection parameter. The average time to classify a gesture
as one of thirty classes is reported the maxvê column; the va column is computed as i of that time.
(The vc column thus gives the time to compute the evaluation function for a single class; multiply
this by the number of classes to estimate the classification time of a particular classifier.) The second
run computed P after each classification; the difference between that time and the maxvc time is
reported in the P column. The third run computed d2 and is reported similarly. The fourth run
computed both Ï> and ; the average time per gesture is reported in the "total" column.
For a 30-class discrimination with both rejection parameters being used, after the last mouse
point of a gesture is entered it takes a MicroVAX II 13 milliseconds to finish calculating the feature
vector (FvCalc) and then classify it. This is acceptable, albeit not fantastic, performance. If the
end ofthe gesture is indicated by no mouse motion for a timeout interval, the classification can begin
before the timeout interval expires, and the result be ignored if the user moves the mouse before the
interval is up.
Currently, all arithmetic is done using double precision floating point numbers. There is no
conceptual reason that the evaluation functions could not be computed using integer arithmetic,
after suitably rescaling the features so as not too lose much precision. The resulting classifier would
then run much faster (on most processors). This has not been tried in the present work.
If eager recognition is running, classification must occur at every mouse point, and the number
of classes is 2C. This puts a ceiling on the number of the classes that the eager recognizer
can discriminate between in real-time. On a MicroVAX II, the cost per mouse point includes
FvAddPoint (0.22 msec) plus FvCalc (0.34 msec) plus the per class evaluation of 2C classes,
0.54C. If mouse points come at a maximum rate of one every 25 milliseconds, C = 45 classes would
consume the entire processor. Practically, since there is other work to do (e.g. inking), C = 20 is
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probably the maximum that can be reasonably expected from an eager recognizer on a MicroVAX II.
On today's processors, instead of computation time, the limiting factor will be the lower recognition
rate when given a large number of classes.
One approach tried to increase the number of classes in eager recognizers was to use only a subset
of the features. While this improved the response time of the system, the performance degraded
significantly, so the idea was abandoned. There is no point getting the wrong answer quickly.

9.1.7

Training Time

The stated goal ofthe thesis work is to provide tools that allow user interface designers to experiment
with gesture-based systems. One factor impacting on the usability of such tools is the amount of
time it takes for gesture recognizers to retrain themselves after changes have been made to the
training examples. In almost all trainable character recognizers, deleting even a single training
example requires that the training be redone from scratch. For some technologies, notably neural
networks, this retraining may take minutes or even hours. Such a system would not be conducive to
experimenting with different gesture sets.
By contrast, statistical classifiers of the kind described in Chapter 3 can be trained very rapidly.
Training the classifier from scratch requires O(EF) to compute the mean feature vectors, O(EF2) Íime
to calculate the per-class covariance matrices, O(CF2) to average them, O(F3) to invert the average,
and O(CF2) to compute the weights used in the evaluation functions. If the average covariance
matrix is singular, an O(F*) algorithm is run to deal with the problem.
Often, a fair amount ofwork can be reused in retraining after a change to some training examples.
Adding or deleting an example of a class requires O(F) work to incrementally update its per-class
class mean vector, and O(F2) work to incrementally update its per-class covariance matrix [137].
Retraining then involves repeating the steps starting from computing the average covariance matrix.
Thus, for retraining, the dependency on E, the total number of examples, is eliminated. The retraining
time is instead a function of the number of examples added or deleted.
The Objective C implementation does not attempt to incrementally update the per-class covariance matrix when an example is added. Instead, only the averages are kept incrementally, and the
per-class covariance matrix is recomputed from scratch. This involves O(EaF2) work for each class
c changed, where Ec is the number of training examples for class c. This results in worse performance when a small number of examples are changed, but better performance when all the examples
of a class are deleted and a new set entered. The latter operation is common when experimenting
with gesture-based systems.
The author has implemented both C and Objective C versions of the single path classifier.
Besides maintaining the per-class covariance matrices incrementally, the C version differs in that it
doesnotstorethelistofexamplesthathavebeenusedtotrainit. (Itisnotnecessaryto storethelistto
add and remove examples, since the mean vector and covariance matrix are updated incrementally.)
It is thus more efficient since it does not need to maintain the lists of examples. (Objective C's set
class, implemented via hashing, is used to maintain the lists in that version.) It also does not have
the overhead of separate objects for examples, classes and classifiers that the Objective C version
has (see Section 7.5).
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Processor
sAddExample

MicroVAX II
MicroVAX III
PM^Y-3100

3.7
0.90
0.024

Time (milliseconds per call)
sRemoveExample sDoneAdding
(10 classes)
3.8
130
0.90
43
0.026
14
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sDoneAdding
(30 classes)
234
78
22

Table 9.4: Speed of classifier training
Since only the C version could be ported to the PMAX-3100, it was used for the timings. (C
versions ofthe feature computation and gesture recognition were used for the timings above; however
in these cases the Objective C methods are straightforward translations of their corresponding C
functions. In some cases, the methods merely call the corresponding C function.) The following C
functions encapsulate the process of training a classifier:
sClassifier sNewClassifier () allocates andreturns ahandleto anew classifier. Initially
it has no classes and no examples. The "s" at the beginning of the type and function
names refers to "single-path"; there are corresponding types and functions for the multi-path
classifiers.
sAddExample(sClassifier sc, char*classname, Vectore) addsthetraining
example (feature vector e) to the named class classname in the passed classifier. The
class is created if it has not been seen before. Linear search is used to find the class name;
however, it is optimized for successive calls with the same name. The sAddExample
function incrementally maintains the per-class mean vectors and covariance matrices.
sRemoveExample (sClassifier sc, char *classname, Vector e) removes example e, assumed to have been added earlier, from the named class. The per-class mean
vector and covariance matrix are incrementally updated.
sDoneAdding (sClassifier sc) trains the classifier on its current set of examples. It
computes the average covariance matrix, inverts it (fixing it if singular), and computes the
weights.
sClass sClassify(sClassifier sc, Vector e, double *p, *d2) actually
performs the classification of e. If p is non-NULL the probability of ambiguity is estimated; if d2 is non-NULL the estimated Mahalanobis distance of e to its computed class is
returned. This is the function timed in the previous section.
The functions were exercised first by adding every example in the training set, training the
classifier, and then looping, removing and then re-adding 10 consecutive examples before retraining.
No singular covariance matrix was encounted, due to the large number of examples. Table 9.4 shows
the performance of the various routines.
Even on a MicroVAX II, training a 30 class classifier once all the examples have been entered
takes less than a quarter second. Thus GRANDMA is able to produce a classifier immediately the
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first time a gesture is made over a set of views whose combined gesture set has not been encountered
before (see Sections 7.2.2 and 7.4). The user has to wait, but does not have to wait long.

9.2

Eager recognition

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the eager recognition algorithm on several single-stroke
gesture sets. Recall that eager recognition is the recognition of a gesture while it is being made,
without any explicit indication of the end of the gesture. Ideally, the eager recognizer classifies a
gesture as soon as enough of it has been seen to do so unambiguously (see Chapter 4).
In order to determine how well the eager recognition algorithm works, an eager recognizer was
created to classify the eight gestures classes shown in 9.17. Each class named for the direction of
its two segments, e.g. Ur means "up, right." Each of these gestures is ambiguous along its initial
segment, and becomes unambiguous once the comer is tumed and the second segment begun.
The eager recognizer was trained with ten examples of each of the eight classes, and tested on
thirty examples of each class. The figure shows ten of the thirty test examples for each class, and
includes all the examples that were misclassified.
Two comparisons are of interest for the gesture set: the eager recognition rate versus the
recognition rate of the full classifier, and the eagemess of the recognizer versus the ···-- ···um
possible eagemess. The eager recognizer classified 97.0% of the gestures correctly, compared to
99.2% correct for the full classifier. Most of the eager recognizer's errors were due to a comer
looping 270 degrees rather than being a sharp 90 degrees, so it appeared to the eager recognizer the
second stroke was going in the opposite direction than intended. In the figure, "E" indicates a gesture
misclassified by the eager recognizer, and "F" indicates a misclassification by the full classifier.
On the average, the eager recognizer examined 67.9% ofthe mouse points of each gesture before
deciding the gesture was unambiguous. By hand, the author determined for each gesture the number
of mouse points from the start through the corner turn, and concluded that on the average 59.4%
of the mouse points of each gesture needed to be seen before the gesture could be unambiguously
classified. The parts of each gesture at which unambiguous classification could have occurred but
did not are indicated in the figure by thick lines.
Figure 9.18 shows the performance of the eager recognizer on GDP gestures. The eager
recognizer was trained with 10 examples of each of 11 gesture classes, and tested on 30 examples
of each class, five of which are shown in the figure. The GDP gesture set was slightly altered to
increase eagerness: the group gesture was trained clockwise because when it was counterclockwise
it prevented the copy gesture from ever being eagerly recognized. For the GDP gestures, the full
classifier had a 99.7% correct recognition rate as compared with 93.5% for the eager recognizer.
On the average 60.5% of each gesture was examined by the eager recognizer before classification
occurred. For this set no attempt was made to determine the minimum average gesture percentage
that needed to be seen for unambiguous classification.
From these tests we can conclude that the trainable eager recognition algorithm performs acceptably but there is plenty of room for improvement, both in the recognition rate and the amount
of eagerness.
Computationally, eager recognition is quite tractable on modest hardware. A fixed amount of
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Figure 9.17: The performance of the eager recognizer on easily understood data
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Figure 9.18: The performance of the eager recognizer on GDP gestures
The transitionsfrom thin to thick lines indicate where eager recognition occurred.
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computation needs to occur on each mouse point: first the feature vector must be updated (taking
0.5 msec on a DEC MicroVAX II), and then the vector must be classified by the AUC (taking 0.27
msec per class, or 6 msec in the case of GDP).

9.3

Multi-finger recognition

Multi-finger gestural input is a significant innovation of this work. Unfortunately, circumstances
have conspired to make the evaluation of multi-finger recognition both impossible and irrelevant.
The Sensor Frame is the only input device upon which the multi-finger recognition algorithm
was tested. Unfortunately, there is only one functioning Sensor Frame in existence, and that was
damaged sometime after the multi-finger recognition was running, but before formal testing could
begin. (Fortunately, a videotape of MDP in action was made while the Sensor Frame was working.)
No progress was made in repairing the Sensor Frame for over a year; testing was thus impossible.
Eventually the Sensor Frame was repaired, but Sensor Frame, Inc. went out of business shortly
afterward, making any detailed evaluation irrelevant. The owner of the Sensor Frame has left the
country, taking the device with him.
An informal estimate ofthe multi-finger recognition accuracy may be estimated from ten minutes
of videotape of the author using MDP. This version of MDP uses the path sorting multi-finger
recognition algorithm (Section 5.2). As shown in figure 8.10, MDP recognizes 11 gestures (6 one
finger gestures, 3 two finger gestures, and 2 three finger gestures). In the videotape, the author made
30 gestures, 2 of which appear to have been misclassified, and one of which was rejected, resulting
in a correct recognition rate of 90%. The processing time appears to be negligible.
All three misclassifications are the result of the Sensor Frame seeing more fingers in the gesture
than were intended. This was due to knuckles of fingers curled up (so as not to be used in the
gesture) accidentally penetrating the sensing plane and being counted as additional fingers. As there
are distinct classifiers for single finger, two finger, and three finger gestures, an incorrect number of
fingers inevitably leads to a misclassification. While it is possible to imagine methods for dealing
with such errors during recognition, the main cause of this problem is the ergonomics of the Sensor
Frame.
For the small gesture set examined, the recognition rate is 100% once the errors due to "extra
fingers" are eliminated. This is to be expected, given the small number of gestures for each number
offingers. It is expected that the multi-path classifier operating on one finger gestures would perform
about as well as the single-path classifier, as the algorithms are essentially identical. The single-path
classifier, when given only six classes to discriminate among, has been shown (on mouse data) to
perform at 100% in almost all cases. When operating on two finger gestures, it is expected that
the performance of the recognition algorithm would be similar to that of the single-path classifier
on twice the number of classes. Actually, it is possible that some of the paths in the two-finger
gestures will be similar to other paths in the set, and be merged into a single class by the training
algorithm (Section 5.4). Thus, when the number of unique paths will be less than twice the number
of two-finger gesture classes, performance may be expected to improve accordingly. Similarly, the
three finger gesture classifier may be expected to perform as well as a single-path classifier the
recognizes between one and three times the number of three finger gesture classes, depending on
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the number of unique paths in the class set.
One more factor to consider is that mouse data tends to be much less noisy than Sensor Frame
data. The triangulation by the Sensor Frame is erratic, especially when multiple fingers are being
tracked. For example, both horizontal segments of the Parallelogram gesture of figure 8.10 should
be straight lines. Until this problem can be solved, it is expected that recognition rates for Sensor
Frame gesture sets will suffer.

9.4

GRANDMA

Evaluating GRANDMA is much more subjective than evaluating the low-level recognition rates.
GRANDMA may be evaluated on several levels: the effort required to build new interaction
techniques, to build new applications, to add gestures to an application, to change an application's
gestures, or to use an application to perform a task.
No attempt was made to formally evaluate any ofthese. In order to get statistically valid results,
it would have been necessary to run carefully designed experiments on a number ofusers, something
the author had neither the time, space, inclination, or qualifications to do. Furthermore, the author
does not wish to claim that GRANDMA is superior to existing object-oriented toolkits for any
particular task. GRANDMA is simply the platform through which some ideas for input processing
in object-oriented toolkits were explored. GRANDMA's significance, if any, will be its influence on
future toolkits, rather than any more direct results.
Nonetheless, this section informally reports on the author's experience building gesture-based
systems with GRANDMA. (No one besides the author tried to program with GRANMDA.) Also,
in order to confirm that GRANDMA can be used by someone other than the author, this section also
reports on observations of a subject trying to use GSCORE and GRANDMA to due some tasks.

9.4.1

The author's experience with GRANDMA

GRANDMA took approximately seven months to design and develop. It consists of approximately
12000 lines of Objective C code. There are an additional 5000 lines of C code which implement
a graphics layer as well as the feature vector calculation. GDP took an additional 2000 lines of
Objective C code to implement. GDP was developed at the same time as GRANDMA, as it was the
primary application used to test GRANDMA.
Initially, only two GDP gestures were used to test GRANDMA's gesture handler and associated
utilities. Once these were working well, it took four days to add the remaining gestures to GDP.
Most of this time was spent writing Objective C methods to use in semantic expressions. These
were methods that were not needed for the existing direct manipulation interface.
GSCORE consists of 6000 lines of Objective C code. It took six weeks to design and implement
GSCORE, including its palette-based interface. Much of this time was spent on the details of
representing common music notation, mechanisms for displaying music notation, and producing
usable music fonts. The palette, an interaction technique that did not as yet exist in GRANDMA,
took about eight hours to implement. It took two weeks to add the gestural interface to GSCORE,
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Figure 9.19: PV's task

Figure 9.20: PV's result
including writing some additional methods. Much of this time was spent experimenting with
different semantics for the gestures.
Section 10.1.3 lists features of GRANDMA that will be important to incorporate into future
toolkits that support gestures.

9.4.2

A user uses GSCORE and GRANDMA

This sections informally reports on subject PV's (see Section 9.1.5) attempts to use the GSCORE
program.
The task was to enter the music shown in figure 9.19. The music was chosen to exercise many
of the GSCORE gestures. PV is an experienced music copyist, and it took him 100 seconds to write
out the music as shown, copying it from an earlier attempt.
Using gestures, the author was able to enter the above score in 280 seconds (almost five minutes).
He made a total of 53 gestures, four of which did not give the desired results and were immediately
undone. Only two ofthose were misclassifications; the other two were notes gestures where the note
was created having the wrong pitch, due to misplacement of the cursor at the start of the gesture.
Turning off gestures and using only the palette interface, it took the author 670 seconds (eleven
minutes). No mistakes needed to be undone in the latter trial.
PV's first attempt was at using the GSCORE program trained with the author's gestures. PV
had already gained experienced with this set of gestures during the study of interuser variation.
PV practiced for one half hour with the GSCORE program before attempting the task. The author
coached PV during this time, as no other documentation or help was available.
PV took 600 seconds (10 minutes) to complete the task. He made a total of 73 gestures, 16 of
which were immediately undone. It appeared to the author, who was silently observing, that each
undo was used to recover from a misclassification. Figure 9.20 shows the product of his labor. PV
then turned off gestures, and used the palette interface to enter the example. He completed the task
in 680 seconds (11 minutes .
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PV then entered his own gestures in place of some of the author's. In particular, he substituted

his own gestures for the nine classes: delete, move, beam, 1r, 2r, 8r, 16r, keysig, and bar,
entering 15 or more examples of each. The total time to do this, including incremental testing of the
new gestures and periodic saves to disk, was 25 minutes. PV did not attempt to emulate the author's
gestures; instead, he used the forms he had created earlier (see Section 9.1.5).
Once done, PV repeated the experiment. It took him 310 seconds (5 minutes) to enter the music.
He made 58 gestures, 4 of which were undone.
PV was interviewed after the tests, and made the following comments: The biggest problem,
he stated, was that mouse tracking in the GSCORE program was much more sluggish than in
the recorder and tester. (This is accurate, as the time required for GSCORE events to be created
and consumed adds significant overhead to the mouse tracking. Much of this is overhead due to
GRANDMA.) PV characterized the system as "sluggish." Bad tracking, especially at the start of
the gesture, contributed significantly to the number of misclassifications.
PV stated that he thought the system "intuitive" for entering notes. He described the gesturebased interface as "excellent" compared to the palette-based system, but when asked how the
gesture-based interface compared to writing on paper, he replied "it sucks." He did not like using
the mouse for gesturing, and believed that a stylus and tablet would be much better.
It is again difficult to draw conclusions from an informal study of one user. Did PV's performance
improve because he tailored the gestures to his liking, or because he had been practicing? This is
unknown. Some things are clear: GRANDMA makes it easy to experiment with new gesture sets,
and, in GSCORE, with moderate practice the gesture-based interface improved task performance by
a factor oftwo over the palette-based interface. Whether gesture-based interfaces generally improve
task performance over non-gesture-based interfaces is a question that requires much further study.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Directions
This chapter s........---:zes the contributions of this thesis and indicates some directions for future
work.

10.1

Contributions

This thesis makes contributions in four areas:
• New interaction techniques
• New recognition-related algorithms
• Integrating gestures into interfaces
• Input in object-oriented toolkits
Each of these will be discussed in turn.

10.1.1

New interactions techniques

A major contributions of this work has been the invention and exploration of three new interaction
techniques.
The two-phase single-stroke interaction The two-phase interaction enables gesture and direct manipulation to be integrated in a single interaction that combines the power of each. The first
phase is collection, during which the points that make up the gesture are collected. In the
simplest case, the end of the collection phase is indicated by a motion timeout, classification
occurs, and the second phase, manipulation, is entered. In the manipulation phase, the user
moves the mouse to manipulate some parameters in the application. The particular parameters
manipulated depend on the classification of the collected gesture. The collection phase is like
character entry in handwriting interfaces; the manipulation phase is like a drag interaction in
direct-manipulation interfaces. Generally, the operation, operands, and some parameters are
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determined at the phase transition (when the gesture is recognized), and then the manipulation
phase allows additional parameters to be set in the presence of application feedback.

Eager recognition Eager recognition is a modification of the two-phase single-stroke interaction
in which the phase transition from gesturing to manipulation occurs as soon as enough of the
gesture has been seen so that it may be classified unambiguously. The result is an interaction
that combines gesturing and direct manipulation in a single, smooth interaction.
The two-phase multiple-finger interaction Gesture and direct manipulation may be combined for
multiple path inputs in a way similar to the two-phase single-stroke interaction. With multiple
finger input, opportunities exist for expanding the power of each phase of the interaction.
By allowing multiple fingers in the collection phase, the repertoire of possible gestures is
greatly increased, and a multiple finger gesture allows many parameters to be specified
simultaneously when the gesture is recognized. Similarly, even when only one finger is used
for the gesture, additional fingers may be brought in during the manipulation phase. Thus,
the two-phase multiple-finger interaction allows a large number of parameters to be specified
and interactively manipulated.

10.1.2

Recognition Technology

This thesis discloses five new algorithms of general utility in the construction and use of gesture
recogmzers.
Automatic generation of single-stroke gesture recognizers from training examples A practical
and efficient algorithm for generating gesture recognizers has been developed and tested. In it,
a gesture is represented as a vector of real-valued features, and a standard pattern recognition
technique is used to generate a linear classifier that discriminates between the vectors of
different gesture classes. The training algorithm depends on aggregate statistics of each
gesture class, and empirically it has been shown that usually only fifteen examples of each
class are needed to produce accurate recognizers. It is simple to incorporate dynamic attributes,
such as the average speed of the gesture, into the feature set. The algorithm has been shown
to work even when some classes vary in size and orientation while others depend on size or
orientation to be recognized. The recognizer size is independent of the number of training
examples, and both the recognition and training times have been shown to be small. A features
set that is both meaningful and extensible potentially allows the algorithm to be adapted to
future input devices and requirements.
Incremental feature calculation The calculation used to generate features from the input points of
a gesture is incremental, meaning that it takes constant time to update the features given a new
input point. This allows arbitrarily large gestures to be processed with no delay in processing.
Rejection algorithms Two algorithms for rejecting ill-formed gestures have been developed and
tested. One estimates the probability of correct classification, enabling input gestures that are
ambiguous with respect to a set of gesture classes to be rejected. The other uses a normalized
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distance metric to determine how close an input gesture is to the typical gesture of the its
computed class, allowing outliers to be rejected.
Automatic generation of eager recognizers from training examples An eager recognizer classifies a gesture as soon as it is unambiguous, alleviating the need for the end ofthe gesture to be
explicitly indicated. An algorithm for generating eager recognizers from training examples
has been developed and tested. The algorithm produces a two-class classifier which is run on
every input point and used to determine if the gesture being entered is unambiguous.
Automatic generation of multi-path gesture recognizers The single-stroke recognition work has
been extended so that a number of single-stroke recognizers may be combined into a multifinger gesture recognizer. The described algorithm produces a multi-path recognizer given
training examples. Relative path timing information is considered during the recognition,
and global classification is attempted when the individual path classifications do not uniquely
determine the class of the multi-path gesture. For dealing with the problems that arise
from multi-path input devices that do not a priori determine "which path is which," two
approaches, path sorting and path clustering, have been explored. The resulting algorithm has
been demonstrated using the Sensor Frame as a multi-finger input device.

10.1.3

Integrating gestures into interfaces

A paradigm for integrating gestures into object-oriented interfaces has been developed and demonstrated. The key points are:
A gesture set is associated with a view or view class. Each class of object in the user interface
potentially responds to a different set of gestures. Thus, for example, notes respond to a
different set of gestures than staves in the GSCORE music editor.
The gesture set is dynamically determined. From the first point of a gesture, the system dynamically determines the set of gestures possible. The first point determines the possible views
at which the gesture is directed. For each of these views, inheritance up the class hierarchy
determines the set of gestures it handles. These sets are combined, and if need be, a classifier
for the resulting union is dynamically created.
The gesture class and attributes map to an application operation, operands, and parameters.
Gestures are powerful because they contain additional information beyond the class of the
gesture. The attributes of a gesture, such as size, orientation, length, speed, first point, and
enclosed area, can all be mapped to parameters (including operands) of application routines.
In the two-phase interaction, after the gesture is recognized there is an opportunity to map
subsequent input to application parameters in the presence of application feedback.
Gesture handlers may be manipulated at runtime. In order to encourage exploration of gesturebased systems, all aspects of the gestural interface can be specified while the application is
running. A new gesture handler may be created at runtime and associated with one or more
views or view classes. Gesture classes may be added, deleted, or copied from other handlers.
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Examples of each gesture class can be entered and modified at runtime. Finally, the semantics
of the gesture class can be entered and modified at runtime. Three semantic expressions
are specifiable: one evaluated when the gesture is first recognized, one evaluated on each
subsequent mouse point, and one evaluated when the interaction completes.

10.1.4

Input in Object-Oriented User Interface Toolkits

A number of new ideas in the area of input in object-oriented user interface toolkits arose in the
course of this work.
Passive and active event handlers A single passive event handler may be associated with multiple
views. When input occurs on one such view, the handler usually activates a copy of itself.
Thus, the active/passive dichotomy eliminates the need to have a controller object instantiated
for each view that expects input, a major expense in many MVC systems.
Event handlers may be associated with view classes Instead ofhaving to associate a handler with
every instance of a view, the handler may be associated with one or more view classes. A
view may have multiple handlers associated with it, and handlers are queried in a specific
order to determine which handler will handle particular input.
Unified mouse input and virtual tools All input devices are tools, but when desired a single input
device may at times be different tools, one way to implement modes in the interface. Tools
may also be software objects, and some views are indeed such virtual tools. Tools often have
an action, which allows them to operate on any views that respond to that action. The test of
whether a given view responds to a given tool is made by an event handler associated with
every view; this allows semantic feedback to occur automatically without any explicit action
on the part of the view or the tool.
Automatic semantic feedback As just mentioned, the feedback as to whether a given tool operates
upon a view over which it is has been dragged happens automatically. For example, objects
that respond to the delete message will automatically highlight when a delete tool is dragged
over them. If desired, an object can do more elaborate processing to determine if it truly
responds to a given tool, e.g. an object may check that the user has permission to delete it
before indicating it responds to the delete tool.
Runtime creation and manipulation of event handlers Event handlers may be created and associated with views or view classes at runtime. For example, a drag handler may be associated
with an object, allowing that object to be dragged (i.e. have its position changed). In addition,
such handlers may be modified at runtime, for example, to change the predicate that activates
the handler.

10.2

Future Directions

In this section, directions for future work are discussed. These directions include remedies for
deficiencies of the current work as well as extensions.
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The single-stroke training and recognition algorithm is the most robust and well-tested part of
the current work, and even in its current form it is probably suitable for commercial applications.
However, a number of simple modifications should improve performance. Sections 9.1.1 and 9.1.5
contain suggestions for additional features as well as modifications to existing features; these should
be implemented. Tracking the mouse in the presence of paging has proved to be a problem, and a
significant improvement in recognition rate would be achieved ifreal-time response to mouse events
could be guaranteed.
It should be simple to extend the algorithm to three dimensional gestures. All that would be
required would be to add several more features to capture motion in the extra dimension. The
training algorithm and linear classifier would be untouched by this extension.
Alternatives for rejection should be explored further. The estimated probability of ambiguity
is useful, though using it will always result in rejections of about as many gestures that would
have been correctly classified as not. The estimated Mahalanobis distance based on the common
covariance matrix is really only useful for rejecting deliberately garbled gestures. The Mahalanobis
distance based on the per-class covariance matrix fares somewhat better, but requires significantly
more training examples to work well.
Given the obvious false assumption of equal per-class covariance matrices, it seems that the
statistical classifier should not perform well on gesture sets, some classes of which vary in size and
orientation, others of which do not. In practice, when the gesture classes are unambiguous, the
classifiers have tended to perform umaably. Presumably this would not be the case for all such
gesture sets. One area for exploration is a method for calculating the common covariance matrix
differently, in particular, by not weighing the per class contributions by the number of examples of
that class.
Another challenge would be to handle such gesture sets without giving up linear classification
with a closed form training formula. There seems to be only one candidate, which relies on the
multiclass minimum squared error and the pseudoinverse of the matrix of examples [30]. It should
be explored as a potential alternative to classifiers that rely on estimates of a common covariance
matnx.
It would be interesting to explore the possibility of allowing the user to indicate declaratively
that a given gesture classes will vary in size and/or orientation. This might be handled simply
by generating additional training examples by varying the user-supplied examples accordingly.
Alternatively, it may be possible to augment the training algorithm so that the evaluation functions
for certain classes are constrained to ignore certain features.
Relaxing the requirement that a closed form exist for the per-class feature weights allows
iterative training methods to be considered. They have been ignored in this dissertation since they
are expensive in training time and tend to require many training examples. However, as processor
speed increases, iterative methods become more practical for use in a tool for experimenting with
gesture-based interfaces.
Similarly, relaxing the requirement that the classifier be a linear discriminator opens the door
for many other possibilities. Quadratic discrimination, and various non-parametric discrimination
algorithms are but a few. These too are expensive and require many training examples.
Perhaps recognition technologies that require expensive training may be used in a production
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system while the cheaper technology developed here used for prototyping. This is analogous to
using a fast compiler for development and an optimizing compiler for production. At the time ofthis
writing it seems likely that neural networks will soon be in common use, and gesture recognition is
but one application.
Additional attention should be given to the problem of detecting ambiguous sets of gesture
classes and useless features. The triangular matrix of Mahalanobis distance between each pair of
gesture classes is a useful starting point for determining similar gesture classes. Multivariate analysis
of variance techniques [74] can determine which features contribute to the classification and which
features are irrelevant. These techniques can be used to support the design of new features.
Eager recognition needs to be explored further. The classifiers generated by the algorithm of
Chapter 4 are less eager than they could possibly be, due to the conservative choices being made.
Hand labeling of ambiguous and unambiguous subgestures should be explored more fully; it is not
difficult to imagine an interface that makes such labeling relatively painless, and it is likely to give
better results than the current automatic labeling. Another possible improvement comes from the
observation that, during eager recognition, the full classifier is being used to classify subgestures,
upon which it was not trained. It might be worth trying to retrain the full classifier on the complete
subgestures. Even better, perhaps a new classifier, trained on the newly complete subgestures (i.e.
those made complete by their last point), should be substituted for the full classifier. Also, eager
recognition needs to be extended to multi-path gestures.
Algorithms for automatically determining the start of a gesture would also be useful, especially
for devices without any discrete signaling capability (most notably the DataGlove). In the current
work, gestures are considered atomic, essentially having no discernible structure. It is easy to
imagine separate gestures such as select, copy, move, and delete that are concatenated to make
single interactions: select and move, select and delete. This raises the segmentation question: when
does one gesture end and the next begin? Specifying allowable combinations of gestures opens up
the possibility of gesture grammars, an interesting area for future study.
This dissertation has concentrated on single-path gestures that are restricted to be single strokes,
for reasons explained previously. The utility of multiple-stroke gestures needs to be examined more
thoroughly. In a multiple-stroke gesture, does the relaxation between strokes ruin the correspondence between mental and physical tension that makes for good interaction? Does the need for
segmentation make the system less responsive than it otherwise might be? Can a manipulation
phase and eager recognition be incorporated into a system based on multiple-stroke gestures? These
questions require further research.
Due to the interest in multiple stroke recognition, the question arises as to whether the singlestroke algorithm can be extended to handle multiple stroke gestures. First, the segmentation problem
(grouping strokes into gestures) needs to be addressed. One way this might be done is to add a large
timeout to determine the end of a gesture. The distance of a stroke from the previous stroke might
also be used. A sequence of strokes determined to be a single gesture might then be treated as a
single stroke, with the exception of an additional feature which records the number of strokes in the
gesture. The single-stroke recognition algorithm may then be applied.
Multi-path recognition is really stillin its infancy. While the recognition algorithms of Chapter 5
seem to work well, there is not much to compare them against. Many others methods for multi-path
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recognition need to be explored. That said, the author is somewhat wary that multiple finger input
devices are so seductive that gesture research will concentrate on such devices to the exclusion of
single-path devices. This would be unfortunate, as it seems likely that single-path devices will be
much more prevalent for the foreseeable future, and thus more users will potentially benefit from
the availability of single-path gesturing. Also, a thorough understanding of the issues involved in
single-path gesturing will likely be of use in solving the more difficult problems encountered in the
multi-path case.
The advent of pen-based computers leads to the question of how the single-stroke recognition
described here may be combined with handwriting recognition. One approach is to pass input to the
gesture recognizer after it has been rejected by the handwriting recognizer. The context in which the
stroke has been made (e.g. drawing window or text window) can also be used to determine whether
to invoke handwriting recognition or stroke recognition first.
The start of a single-stroke gesture is used to determine the set of possible gestures by looking
at possible objects at which the gesture is directed. It may be desirable to explore the possibility
that the gesture is directed at an object other than one indicated by the first point, e.g. an object
may be indicated by a hot point of the gesture (e.g. the intersection point of the delete gesture). A
similar ambiguity occurs when the input is a multiple-finger gesture; which of the fingers should be
used to determine the object(s) at which the gesture is directed? In this case, a union of the gestures
recognized by objects indicated by each finger could be used, but the possibility of conflict remains.
One problem with gesture-based systems is that there is usually no indication of the possible
gestures accepted by the system.i This is a difficulty that will potentially prevent novices from using
the system. One approach would be to use animation[6] to indicate the possible gestures and their
effects, although how the user asks to see the animation remains an open question.
Also daunting to beginners is the timeout interval, where "stillness" is used to indicate that
collection is over and manipulation is to begin. Typically, a beginner presses a mouse button and
then thinks about what to do next; by that time the system has already classified the gesture as a dot.
The timeout cannot be totally disabled, since it is the only way to enter the manipulation phase for
some gestures. Perhaps some scheme where the timeouts are long (0.75 seconds) for novices and
decrease with use is desirable. Another possibility is eliminating the timeout totally at the beginning
of the gestures, thus disallowing dot gestures.
The current work suffers from a lack of formal user evaluation. Additional studies are needed
to determine classifier performance as a function of training examples, and whether one user can
use a classifier trained by another. In general, the costs and the benefits of fixed verses trainable
recognition strategies need to be studied. The usability of eager recognizers is also of interest.
Recognizers that gradually adapt to users need to be studied as well. Such a recognizer requires
the user to somehow indicate when a gesture is misclassified by the system. Lerner [78] demonstrated
a potentially applicable scheme in which the system monitored subsequent actions to see if the user
was satisfied with the result of an applied heuristic. There are dangers inherent in doubly-adaptive
systems-if the system adapts to the user and the user to the system, both are ainsing at moving
targets, and thrashing is possible. The current approach requires the user explicitly to replace the
Kurtenbach et. al. [75] say that gesture-based interfaces are "non-revealing," and present an interesting solution that
unifies gesturing and pie-menu selection.
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existing training examples with his own-a workable, if not glamorous, solution.
The low-level recognition work in this thesis is quite usable in its current state, and may be
directly incorporated into systems as warranted. GRANDMA, however, is not useful as a base for
future development. It is purely a research system, built as a platform for experimenting with input in
user interface toolkits. Its output facilities are totally inadequate for real applications. GRANDMA
was built solely by and for the author, who has no plans to maintain it. Nonetheless, GRANDMA
embodies some important concepts of how gestures are to be integrated into object-oriented user
interface tools.
The obvious next step is to integrate gestures into some existing user interface construction tools.
Issues oftechnical suitability are important, but not paramount, in deciding which system to work on.
Any chosen system must be well supported and maintained, so that there is a reasonable assurance
that the system will survive. Furthermore, any chosen system must be widely distributed, in order
to make the technology of gesture recognition available to as many experimenters as possible.
A number of existing systems are candidates for the incorporation of gestures. The NeXT Application Kit is technically the ideal platform-it is even programmed in Objective C. The appropriate
hooks seem to be there to capture input at the right level in order to associate gestures with view
classes. It is probably not worth the effort to implement an entire interpreter for entering gesture
semantics at runtime, as this is not something a user will typically manipulate. A graphical interface
to control semantics, based on constraints, would be an interesting addition. In general, a simpler
way for mapping gestural attributes to application parameters needs to be determined.
The Andrew Toolkit (ATK) is another system into which gestures may be incorporated. ATK
uses its own object-oriented programming language on top of C, so runtime representation of the
class hierarchy, if not already present, should be straightforward to add. ATK has implemented
dynamic loading of objects into running programs-this should make it possible to compile gesture
semantics and load them into a running program without restarting the program. Unfortunately, due
to their overhead, views tend to be large objects in ATK (e.g. individual notes in a score editor
would not be separate views in ATK) making it difficult to associate different gestures with the
smaller objects of interest in the interface. Scott Hassan, in a different approach, has added the
author's gesture recognizer to the ATK text object, creating an interface that allows text editing via
proofreader's marks.
Integrating gestures into Gamet is another possibility. What would be required is a gesture interactor, analogous to the gesture event handler in GRANDMA. Gamet interactors routinely specify
their semantics via constraints, with an escape into Lisp available for unusual cases. Specifying gesture semantics should therefore be no problem in Gamet. James Landay has begun work integrating
the author's recognizer into Gamet.
Gestures could also be added to MacApp. Besides being widely used, MacApp has the advantage
that it runs on a Macintosh, which historically has run only one process at a time and has no virtual
memory (this has changed with a recent system software release). While these points sound like
disadvantages, the real-time operation needed to track the mouse reliably should be easy to achieve
because of them. Because MacApp is implemented in Object Pascal, minimal meta-information
about objects is available at runtime. In particular, message selectors are not first class objects in
Object Pascal, it is not possible to ask if a given object responds to a message at runtime, and there
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is no runtime representation of the class hierarchy. Many things that happen automatically because
GRANDMA is written in Objective C will need to be explicitly coded in MacApp.
It would be desirable to have additional attributes of the gesture available for use in gesture
semantics. Notably missing from the current set are locations where the path intersects itself and
locations of sharp corners of the stroke. Both kinds of attributes can be used for pointing with a
gesture, and allow for multiple points to be indicated with one single-path gesture. Also, having the
numerical attributes also available in a scaled form (e.g. between zero and one) would simplify their
use as parameters to application functions.

10.3

Final Remarks

The utility of gesture-based interfaces derives from the ability to communicate an entire primitive
application transaction with a single gesture. For this to be possible, the gesture needs to be classified
to determine the operation to be performed, and attributes of the gesture must be mapped to the
parameters of the operation. Some parameters may be culled at the time the gesture is recognized,
while others are best manipulated in the presence of feedback from the application. This is the
justification for the two-phase approach, where gesture recognition is followed by a manipulation
phase, which allows for the continuous adjustment of parameters in the presence of application
feedback.
From the outset, the goal of this work was to provide tools to allow the easy creation of gesturebased applications. This research has led to prototypes of such tools, and has thus laid much of the
groundwork for building such tools in the future. However, the goal willnot have been achieved until
gestures are integrated into existing user interface construction tools that are both well maintained
and highly available. This involves more development and marketing than it does research, but it is
vitally important to the future of gesture-based systems.
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Appendix A

Code for Single-Stroke Gesture
Recognition and Training
This appendix contains the actual C code used to recognize single-stroke gestures. The feature vector
calculation, classifier training algorithm, and the linear classifier are all presented. The code may
be obtained free of charge via anonymous ftp to emsworth.andrew.cmu.edu (subdirectory gestures)
and is also available as part of the Andrew contribution to the Xl 1R5 distribution.

A.1

Feature Calculation

The lowest level of the code deals with computing a feature vector from a sequence of mouse points
that make up a gesture. Type FV is a pointer to a structure that holds a feature vector as well as
intermediate results used in the calculation of the features. The function FvAlloc allocates an FV,
which is initialized before processing the points of a gesture via FvInit. FvAddPoint is called
for each input point of the gesture, and FvCalc returns the feature vector for the gesture once all
the points have been entered.
The following is a sample code fragment demonstrating the use of these functions:
#include "matrix.h"
#include "fv.h"
Vector
InputAGesture ()

{
static FV fv;

int x, y; long t; Vector v;
/* FvAlloc() is typically called only once per program invocation. * /
if (fv == NULL) fv = FvAlloc () ;
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/* A prototypical loop to compute afeature vectorfrom a gesture
being readfrom a window manager: * /
FvInit (fv) ;
while(GetNextPoint(&x, &y, &t) != END OF GESTURE)
FvAddPoint (fv, x, y, t) ;
v = FvCalc (fv) ;

return v;

}
The returned vector v might now be passed to sclassify to classify the gesture.
The remainder of this section shows the header file, fv.h, which defines the FV type and the
feature vector interface. This interface is implemented in fv.c, shown next.

/***********************************************************************

fv.h - Create afeature vecton usefulfor gesture classification,
from a sequence ofpoints (e.g. mouse points).

*********************************************************************** /
/*
compile time settableparameters
/* some of these can also be set at runtime, seefv.c * /
#undef

*/

USE TIME

/* Define USE_TIME to enable the duration and maximum * /
/* velocityfeatures. When not defined, 0 may be passed * /
/* as the time to FvAddPoint. * /
#define DIST SQ THRESHOLD

(3*3)

/* points within sqrt(DIST_SQ_THRESHOLD) * /
/* will be ignored to eliminate mousejitter * /
#define SE TH ROLLOFF
(4*4)
/* The SE_THETA features (cos and sin of * /
/* angle betweenfirst and lastpoint) will * /
/* be scaled down ifthe distance between the * /
/* points is less than sqrt(SE_TH_ROLLOFF) * /

/*

Interface

*/

typedef struct fv *FV;
/* During gesture collection, an FV holds * /
/* all intermediate results used in the * /
/* calculation ofa singlefeature vector * /
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FV
void
void

FvAlloc () ;
FvFree();
FvInit () ;

/* */
/*Fvþ*/
/*FVþ*/

void
Vector

FvAddPoint();
FvCalc () ;

/*FVþ;intx,y;longtime;*/
/*FVþ; */

/*
internal data structure
*/
#define MAXFEATURES 32
/* maximum number offeatures, occasionally useful as an array bound * /
/* indices into thefeature Vector returned by FvCalc * /
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

INIT COS
INIT SIN
BB LEN
BB TH
SE LEN
SE COS
SE SIN
LEN
TH
ATH
SQTH

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

#ifndef USE TIME
#
define NFEATURES

initial angle (cos) * /
initial angle (sin) * /
length of bounding box diagonal * /
angle of bounding box diagonal * /
length between start and endpoints * /
cos ofangle between start and endpoints * /
sin ofangle between start and endpoints * /
arc length ofpath * /
total angle traversed * /
sum ofabs vals ofangles traversed * /
sum ofsquares ofangles traversed * /

11

#else
#
#
#

def ine PF_DUR
def ine PF_MAXV
define NFEATURES

11
12
13

/* durationofpath* /
/* maximum speed * /

#endif
/* structure which holds intermediate results duringfeature vector calculation * /

struct fv {
/* thefollowing are used in calculating thefeatures * /

double

startx,

starty; /* startingpoint */

long

starttime;

/*startingtime*/

/* these are set after afew points and then left alone * /
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double

initial sin,

initial cos; /*initialangletoxaxis*/

/* these are updated incrementally upon every point * /
int
npoint s ;
/* number ofpoints in path * /
double

dx2 ,

double

magsq2 ;

dy2 ;

/* dx2+dx2 + dy2+dy2 + /

double

endx ,

/* lastpoint added * /

long

endtime;

double

minx, maxx, miny, maxy;

doubl e
double
double
double

pat hr , pat h th ;
abs_t h ;
sharpne ss ;
maxv ;

/*
/*
/*
/*

Vector

y;

/* Actualfeature vector * /

endy ;

/* differences: endx-prevx, endy-prevy * /

/aboundingbox*/

total length and rotation (in radians) * /
sum ofabsolute values ofpath angles * /
sum ofsquares ofpath angles * /
maximum velocitv * /

};

/***********************************************************************

fv.c - Creates afeature vector; usefitlfor gesture classification,
from a sequence ofpoints (e.g. mouse points).

***********************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matrix.h" /* contains Vector andassociatedfitnctions * /

#include "fv.h"
/* runtime settableparameters * /
double dist_sq_threshold = DIST SQ THRESHOLD;
double se th rolloff = SE TH ROLLOFF;
#define EPS

(1.0e-4)

/* allocate an FV struct includingfeature vector * /
FV
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FvAlloc ()

{
register FV fv = (FV) mallocOrDie (sizeof (struct fv) ) ;
fv->y = NewVector (NFEATURES) ;
FvInit (fv) ;

return fv;

}
/* free memory associated with an FV struct * /
void
FvFree (fv)
FV fv;

{
FreeVector (fv->y) ;
free ( (char *) fv) ;

}
/* initialize an FV struct to preparefor incoming gesture points * /
void
FvInit (fv)

register FV fv;

{
register int i;
fv->npoints = 0;
fv->initial sin = fv->initial cos = 0.0;
fv->maxv = 0;
fv->path_r = 0;
fv->path_th = 0;
fv->abs th = 0;

fv->sharpness = 0;
fv->maxv = 0;
for(i = 0; i < NFEATURES;
fv->y[i] = 0.0;

i++)

}
/* update an FV struct to reflect a new inputpoint * /
void
FvAddPoint (fv, x, y, t)
register FV fv; int x, y; long t;

{
double dx1, dyl, magsql;
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double th, absth, d;
#ifdef PF MAXV

long lasttime;
#endif
++fv->npoints;
i f ( fv- >npoint s == 1 ) {
/* firstpoint, initialize some vars * /
fv->starttime = fv->endtime = t;
fv->startx = fv->endx = fv->minx = fv->maxx = x;
fv->starty = fv->endy = fv->miny = fv->maxy = y;
fv->endx = x; fv->endy = y;

return;

}
dx1 = x - fv->endx; dyl = y - fv->endy;
magsql = dx1 * dx1 + dyl * dyl;

if(magsql <= dist_sq_threshold)
fv->npoints--;
return ;

{

/* ignore a point close to the lastpoint * /

}
if(x
if(x
if(y
if(y

<
>
<
>

fv->minx)
fv->maxx)
fv->miny)
fv->maxy)

fv->minx
fv->maxx
fv->miny
fv->maxy

=
=
=
=

x;
x;
y;
y;

#ifdef PF MAXV

lasttime = fv->endtime;
#endif
fv->endtime = t;

d = sqrt(magsql);
fv- >pat h_r += d ;

/* updatepath lengthfeature * /

/* calculate initial theta when the thirdpoint is seen * /
if(fv->npoints == 3) {

double magsq, dx, dy, recip;
dx = x - fv->startx; dy = y - fv->starty;
magsq = dx * dx + dy * dy;
if(magsq > dist_sq_threshold)
{
/* find angle w.r.t. positive x axis e.g. (1, 0) * /
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recip = 1 / sqrt(magsq);
fv->initial_cos = dx * recip;
fv->initial_sin = dy * recip;

}
}
if (fv->npoints >= 3 ) { /* update angle-basedfeatures * /
th = absth = atan2(dx1 * fv->dy2 - fv->dx2 * dyl,
dx1 * fv->dx2 + dyl * fv->dy2);
if(absth < 0) absth = -absth;
fv->path_th += th;
fv->abs th += absth;

fv->sharpness += th*th;
#ifdef PF_MAXV /* compute max velocity * /
if(fv->endtime > lasttime &&
(v = d / (fv->endtime - lasttime))
fv->maxv = v;

> fv->maxv)

#endif

}
/* preparefor next iteration * /
fv->endx = x; fv->endy = y;
fv->dx2 = dx1; fv->dy2 = dyl;

fv->magsq2 = magsql;
return;

}
/* calculate and return a feature vector * /

Vector
FvCalc(fv)

register FV fv;

{
double bblen, selen, factor;
if(fv->npoints <= 1)
return fv->y;
fv->y[PF INIT COS]
fv->y[PF INIT SIN]

/* afeature vector ofall zeros * /

= fv->initial cos;
= fv->initial sin;
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/* compute the length of the bounding box diagonal * /
bblen = hypot(fv->maxx - fv->minx, fv->maxy - fv->miny);
fv->y[PF_BB_LEN]

= bblen;

/* the bounding box angle defaults to 0for small gestures * /

if(bblen * bblen > dist_sq_threshold)
fv->y[PF_BB_TH]

= atan2(fv->maxy - fv->miny,

fv->maxx - fv->minx);
/* compute the length and angle between thefirst and lastpoints * /

selen = hypot(fv->endx - fv->startx,
fv->endy - fv->starty);
fv->y[PF_SE_LEN]

= selen;

/* when thefirst and lastpoints are very close, the anglefeatures
are muted so that they satisfy the stability criterion * /

factor = selen + selen / se th rolloff;
if(factor > 1.0) factor = 1.0;
factor = selen > EPS ? factor/selen :
0.0;
fv->y[PF_SE_COS]

=

(fv->endx - fv->startx)

* factor;

fv->y[PF_SE_SIN]

=

(fv->endy - fv->starty)

* factor;

/* the remainingfeatures have already been computed * /
fv->y[PF LEN] =
fv->path r;
fv->y[PF TH] = fv->path th;
fv->y[PF ATH] = fv->abs th;
fv->y[PF_SQTH] = fv->sharpness;
#ifdef PF DUR
fv->y[PF_DUR]

=

(fv->endtime - fv->starttime)*.01;

#endif
#ifdef PF MAXV
fv->y[PF_MAXV]

= fv->maxv + 10000;

#endif
return fv->y;
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Deriving and Using the Linear Classifier

Type sClassifier points at an object that represents a classifier able to discriminate between a
set of gesture classes. Each gesture class is represented by an sClassDope type. The functions
sRead and swrite read and write a classifier to a file. The function sNewClassifer creates
a new (empty) classifier. A training example is added using sAddExample. There is no function
to explicitly add a new class to a classifier. When an example of a new class is added, the new class
is created automatically. To train the classifier based on the added examples, call sDoneAdding.
Once trained, sclassify and SClassifyAD are used to classify a feature vector as one of the
classes; SClassifyAD optionally computes the rejection information.
Here is an example fragment for creating a new classifier, entering new training examples, and
writing the resulting classifier out to a file. Some ofthese functions are timed (and further described)
in section 9.1.7.
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"bitvector.h"
"matrix.h"
"sc.h"

#define NEXAMPLES

15

sClassifier
MakeAClassifier ()

{
sClassifier sc = sNewClassifier();
Vector InputAGesture () ;
char name [100] ;

int i;
for(;;)

{

printf ("Enter class name, newline to exit: ") ;
if (gets (name)

== NULL || name [0]

== '\0')

break;
for (i = 1;

i <= NEXAMPLES;

i++)

{

printf ("Enter %s example %d\n", name, i) ;
sAddExample (sc, name, InputAGesture () ) ;

sDoneAdding (sc) ;
sWrite (fopen ("classifier.out",
return sc;

"w") , sc) ;
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}
Once a classifier has been created it can be used to classifier gestures as follows:
TestAClassifier (sc)
sClassifier sc;

{
Vector v;
sClassDope scd;
double punambig, distance;
for(;;)

{

printf ("Enter a gesture\n") ;
v = InputAGesture () ;
scd = sClassifyAD (sc, v, &punambig, &distance) ;
printf ("Gesture classified as %s ", scd->name) ;
printf ("Probability of unambiguous classification: %g\n",
punambig) ;
printf ("Distance from class mean: %g\n", distance) ;

}
}
What follows is the header file and code to implement the statistical classifier.

/***********************************************************************

sc.h - create singlepath classjßersfrom feature vectors ofexamples,
as well as classifying examplefeature vectors.

***********************************************************************/
#define MAXSCLASSES 100 /* maximumnumberofclasses*/

typedef struct sclassifier «sClassifier;
typedef int sClassIndex;
typedef struct sclassdope *sclassDope;

/*classjßer*/
/* per-class index */
/* per-class information */

struct sc las sdope { /* per gesture class information within a classjßer * /
char
*name;
/* name ofa class * /
sClassIndex number;
/* unique index (imall integer) ofa class * /
int
nexamples;
/* number oftraining examples * /
Vector
average;
/* average of training examples * /
Matrix
sumcov;
/* covariance matrix ofexamples * /
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struct sclassifier { /*aclassifier*/
int
nf eatures ;
/* number offeatures in feature vector * /
int
nc las ses ;
/* number ofclasses known by this classifier * /
sClassDope *classdope ; /* array ofpointers to per class data* /
Vector
Vector
Matrix

cnst ;
/* constant term ofdiscriminationfunction * /
*w ;
/* array ofcoefficient weights * /
invavgcov ; /* inverse covariance matrix * /

};

sClassifier
sClassifier
void
void

sNewClassifier();
sRead();
sWrite ( ) ;
sFreeClassifier();

4*/
/*FILE*f*/
/* FILE */ sClassifier sc; * /
Asc*/

void

sAddExample ( ) ;

/* sc, char *classname; Vector y * /

void
sClassDope

sDoneAdding();
sClassify();

Asc*/
Asc,y*/

sClassDope

sClassifyAD () ;

/* sc, y, double *ap; double *dp * /

sClassDope
double

sClassNameLookup () ;
/* sc, classname */
MahalanobisDistance () ; /* Vector v, u; Matrix sigma */

/***********************************************************************

sc.c - creates classifiersfrom feature vectors ofexamples, as well as
classifying examplefeature vectors.

***********************************************************************/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"bitvector.h"
"matrix.h"
"sc.h"

#define EPS

(1.0e-6)

/*forsingularmatrixcheck*/

/* allocate memory associatedwith a new classifier * /

sClassif ier
sNewClassifier ()

{
register sClassifier sc =
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(sClassifier) mallocOrDie(sizeof(struct sclassifier));
sc->nfeatures = -1;
sc->nclasses = 0;
sc->classdope = (sClassDope *)
mallocOrDie(MAXSCLASSES * sizeof(sClassDope));
sc->w = NULL;

return sc;

}
/* free memory associatedwith a new classifier * /
void
sFreeClassifier(sc)
register sClassifier sc;

{
register int i;
register sClassDope scd;
for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++) {
scd = sc->classdope[i];
if(scd->name) free(scd->name);
free(scd);
if(sc->w && sc->w[i]) FreeVector(sc->w[i]);
if(scd->sumcov) FreeMatrix(scd->sumcov);
if(scd->average) FreeVector(scd->average);

}
free(sc->classdope);
if(sc->w)

free(sc->w);

if(sc->cnst) FreeVector(sc->cnst);
if(sc->invavgcov) FreeMatrix(sc->invavgcov);
free(sc);

}
/* given a string name ofa class, return its per-class information * /

sClassDope
sClassNameLookup(sc, classname)
register sClassifier sc;
register char *classname;

{
register int i;
register sClassDope scd;
static sClassifier lastsc;
static sClassDope lastscd;
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/* quick checkfor last class name * /

if(lastsc == sc && STREQ(lastscd->name,
return lastscd;

classname))

/* linear search through all classes for name * /

for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++) {
scd = sc->classdope[i];
if(STREQ(scd->name, classname))
return lastsc = sc, lastscd = scd;

}
return NULL;

}
/* add a new gesture class to a classifier * /

static sClassDope
sAddClass(sc, classname)
register sClassifier sc;
char *classname;

{
register sClassDope scd;
sc->classdope[sc->nclasses] = scd = (sClassDope)
mallocOrDie(sizeof(struct sclassdope));
scd->name = scopy(classname);
scd->number = sc->nclasses;
scd->nexamples = 0;
scd->sumcov = NULL;

++sc->nclasses;
return scd;

}
/* add a new training example to a classifier * /
void
sAddExample(sc, classname, y)
register sClassifier sc;
char *classname;
Vector y;

{
register sClassDope scd;
register int i, j;
double nfv[50];
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double nmlon, recipn;
scd = sClassNameLookup(sc,

classname);

if(scd == NULL)

scd = sAddClass(sc, classname);
if(sc->nfeatures == -1)
sc->nfeatures = NROWS(y);
if(scd->nexamples == 0) {
scd->average = NewVector(sc->nfeatures);
Zerovector(scd->average);
scd->sumcov = NewMatrix(sc->nfeatures,sc->nfeatures);
ZeroMatrix(scd->sumcov);

}
if(sc->nfeatures

!= NROWS(y))

{

PrintVector(y, "sAddExample: funny vector nrows!=%d",
sc->nfeatures);
return;

}
scd->nexamples++;
nmlon = ((double) scd->nexamples-1)/scd->nexamples;
recipn = 1.0/scd->nexamples;
/* incrementally update covariance matrix * /

for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures; i++)
nfv[i] = y[i] - scd->average[i];
/* only upper triangularpart computed * /

for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures; i++)
for(j = i; j < sc->nfeatures; j++)
scd->sumcov[i][j] += nmlon * nfv[i]

* nfv[j];

/* incrementally update mean vector * /

for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures; i++)
scd->average[i] =
nmlon + scd->average[i] + recipn * y[i];
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/* run the training algorithm on the classifier * /
void
sDoneAdding(sc)
register sClassifier sc;

{
register int i, j;
int c;
int ne, denom;
double oneoverdenom;
register Matrix s;
register Matrix avgcov;
double det;
register sClassDope scd;
if(sc->nclasses == 0)
error("sDoneAdding: No classes\n");
/* Given covariance matricesfor each class (* number ofexamples - 1)
compute the average (common) covariance matrix * /

avgcov = NewMatrix(sc->nfeatures,
ZeroMatrix(avgcov);

sc->nfeatures);

ne = 0;

for(c = 0; c < sc->nclasses; c++) {
scd = sc->classdope[c];
ne += scd->nexamples;
s = scd->sumcov;
for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures; i++)
for(j = i; j < sc->nfeatures; j++)
avgcov[i][j]

+= s[i][j];

}
denom = ne - sc->nclasses;
if(denom <= 0)

{

printf("no examples, denom=%d\n",
return;

denom);

}
oneoverdenom = 1.0 / denom;
for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures; i++)
for(j = i; j < sc->nfeatures; j++)
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avgcov[j] [i]

= avgcov[i] [j]

+= oneoverdenom;

/* invert the avg covariance matrix * /

sc->invavgcov = NewMatrix(sc->nfeatures, sc->nfeatures);
det = InvertMatrix(avgcov, sc->invavgcov);
if(fabs(det)

<= EPS)

FixClassifier(sc, avgcov);
/* now compute discriminationfunctions * /

sc->w = (Vector *)
mallocOrDie(sc->nclasses * sizeof(Vector));
sc->cnst = NewVector(sc->nclasses);
for(c = 0; c < sc->nclasses; c++) {
scd = sc->classdope[c];
sc->w[c] = NewVector(sc->nfeatures);
VectorTimesMatrix(scd->average, sc->invavgcov,
hproduct=*/ sc->w[c]);

sc->cnst [c] = -0.5 *
InnerProduct(sc->w[c],

scd->average);

/* could add log(priorpmb class c) to cnst[c] * /

}
FreeMatrix(avgcov);
return;

}
/* classify afeature vector * /

SClassDope
sClassify(sc, fv) {
return sClassifyAD(sc,

fv,

NULL, NULL);

}
/* classify afeature vector; possibly computing rejection metrics * /

sClassDope
sClassifyAD(sc, fv, ap, dp)
sClassifier sc;
Vector fv;
double *ap;
double *dp;

{
double disc[MAXSCLASSES];
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register int i, maxclass;
double denom, exp();
register sClassDope scd;
double d;
if(sc->w == NULL)

error("sClassifyAD: %x no trained classifier",
for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++)
disc[i] = InnerProduct(sc->w[i],

sc);

fv) + sc->cnst[i];

maxclass = 0;
for(i = 1; i < sc->nclasses; i++)
if(disc[i] > disc[maxclass])
maxclass = i;
scd = sc->classdope[maxclass];
i f ( ap )

{

/* calculateprobability ofnon-ambiguity * /

for(denom = 0, i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++)
/* quick check to avoid computing negligible term * /

if((d = disc[i] - disc[maxclass])
denom += exp(d);
*ap = 1.0 / denom;

> -7.0)

}
i f ( dp )

/* calculate distance to mean ofchosen class * /

«dp = MahalanobisDistance(fv, scd->average,
sc->invavgcov);
return scd;

}
/* Compute the Mahalanobis distance between two vectors v and u « /

double
MahalanobisDistance(v, u, sigma)
register Vector v, u;
register Matrix sigma;

{
register i;
static Vector space;
double result;
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if(space == NULL

if(space)

NROWS(space)

!= NROWS(v))

{

Freevector(space);

space = NewVector(NROWS(v));

}
for(i = 0; i < NROWS(v); i++)
space[i] = v[i] - u[i];

result = QuadraticForm(space,
return result;

sigma);

}
/* handle the case ofa singular average covariance matrix by removingfeatures * /

FixClassifier(sc, avgcov)
register sClassifier sc;
Matrix avgcov;

{
int i;
double det;
BitVector bv;
Matrix m, r;
/* just add thefeatures one by one, discarding any that cause
the matrix to be non-invertible* /
CLEAR BIT VECTOR(bv);

for(i = 0; i < sc->nfeatures;
BIT SET(i,

i++) {

bv);

m = SliceMatrix(avgcov,

bv, bv);

r = NewMatrix(NROWS(m),

NCOLS(m));

det = InvertMatrix(m,

r);

if(fabs(det) <= EPS)
BIT CLEAR(i, bv);
FreeMatrix(m);

FreeMatrix(r);

}
m = SliceMatrix(avgcov,

bv, bv);

r = NewMatrix(NROWS(m),

NCOLS(m));

det = InvertMatrix(m,
if(fabs(det)

r);

<= EPS)

error("Can't fix classifier!");
DeSliceMatrix(r, 0.0, bv, bv, sc->invavgcov);
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FreeMatrix(m);

FreeMatrix(r);

}
/* write a classifier to afile * /
void
sWrite(outfile, sc)
FILE *outfile;

sClassifier sc;

{
int i;
register sClassDope scd;
fprintf(outfile, "%d classes\n", sc->nclasses);
for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++) {
scd = sc->classdope[i];
fprintf(outfile, "%s\n", scd->name);

}
for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++) {
scd = sc->classdope[i];
Outputvector(outfile, scd->average);
Outputvector(outfile, sc->w[i]);

}
Outputvector(outfile,
OutputMatrix(outfile,

sc->cnst);
sc->invavgcov);

}
/* read a classifierfrom afile * /

sClassifier
sRead(infile)
FILE *infile;

{
int i, n;
register sClassifier sc;
register sClassDope scd;
char buf[100];

printf("Reading classifier "),

fflush(stdout);
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sc = sNewClassifier();
fgets(buf,

100,

infile);

if(sscanf(buf, "%d", &n) != 1) error("sRead 1");
printf("%d classes ", n), fflush(stdout);
for(i = 0;

i < n;

i++)

{

fscanf(infile, "%s", buf);
scd = sAddClass(sc, buf);
scd->name = scopy(buf);
printf("%s ", scd->name), fflush(stdout);

}
sc->w = allocate(sc->nclasses, Vector);
for(i = 0; i < sc->nclasses; i++) {
scd = sc->classdope[i];
scd->average = Inputvector(infile);
sc->w[i] = Inputvector(infile);

}
sc->cnst = Inputvector(infile);
sc->invavgcov = InputMatrix(infile);
printf("\n");
return sc;

}
/* computepairwise distances between classes, andprint the closest ones,
as a clue as to which gesture classes are confusable * /

sDistances(sc, nclosest)
register sClassifier sc;

{
register Matrix d = NewMatrix(sc->nclasses,
register int i, j;
double min, max = 0;
int n, mi, mj;
printf("
\n");
printf("%d closest pairs of classes\n",
for(i = 0; i < NROWS(d); i++) {
for(j = i+1; j < NCOLS(d); j++)

d[i][j]

sc->nclasses);

nclosest);

{

= MahalanobisDistance(
sc->classdope[i]->average,
sc->classdope[j]->average,
sc->invavgcov);

if(d[i][j]

> max) max = d[i][j];
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for (n = 1; n <= nclosest; n++) {
min = max;
mi = mj = -1;
for (i = 0; i < NROWS (d) ; i++) {
for (j = i+1; j < NCOLS (d) ; j++)
if (d [i] [j] < min)

{

min = d [mi=i] [mj=j] ;

if (mi == -1)

break;
printf ("%2d) %10.10s to %10.10s d=%g nstd=%g\n",
n,
sc->classdope[mi]->name,
sc->classdope[mj]->name,
d [mi] [mj] ,
sqrt (d [mi] [mj] ) ) ;

d [mi] [mj]

= max+1;

printf ("

\n") ;

FreeMatrix (d) ;

A.3

Undefined functions

The above code uses some functions whose definitions are not included in this appendix. These fall
into four classes: standard library functions (including the math library), utility functions, bitvector
functions, and vector/matrix functions, The standard library calls will not be discussed.
The utility functions used are
STREQ (s1,

s2) returns FALSE iff strings s1 and s2 are equal.

scopy (s) returns a copy ofthe string s.
error (format , argl . . . ) prints a message and causes the program to exit.
mallocOrDie (nbytes) calls malloc, dying with an error message if the memory cannot be
obtained.
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The bit vector operations are an efficient set of functions for accessing an array of bits.
CLEAR_BIT_VECTOR (bv) resets an entire bit vector bv to all zeros,
BIT_SET (i, bv) sets the i* bit of bv to one, and
BIT_CLEAR (i, bv) sets the i* bit of bv to zero.
The vector/matrix functions are declared in matrix.h. Objects oftype vector and Matrix may
be accessed like one and two dimensional arrays, respectively, but also contain additional information
as to the size and dimensionality ofthe object (accessible via macros NROWS, NCOLS, and NDIM. It
should be obvious from the names and the use of most ofthe functions (NewVector, NewMatrix,
FreeVector,FreeMatrix,ZeroVector,ZeroMatrix,PrintVector,PrintMatrix,
InvertMatrix, Inputvector, InputMatrix, Outputvector, OutputMatrix,
VectorTimesMatrix, and InnerProduct) what they do. As for the remaining functions,
double QuadraticForm(Vector V, Matrix M) computes the quantity V'MV, where
the prime denotes the transpose operation.
Matrix SliceMatrix(Matrix m, BitVector rowmask, BitVector colmask)
creates a new matrix, consisting only of those rows and columns in m whose corresponding
bits are set it rowmask and colmask, respectively.
Matrix DeSliceMatrix(Matrix m, double fill, BitVector rowmask;
BitVector colmask; Matrix result) firstsetseveryelementinresulttofill,
and then, every element in result whose row number is on in rowmask and whose column
number is on in colmask, is set from the corresponding element in the input matrix m, which is
smallerthanr. TheresultofSliceMatrix (DeSliceMatrix (m, fill, rowmask,
colmask, result) , rowmask, colmask) is a copy ofm, given legal values for all
parameters.
These auxiliary functions, as well as a C-based X11R5 version of GDP, are all available as part
of the ftp distribution mentioned above.
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(54) TITLE OF INVENTION
Mobile Information Device and Information Storage Media
(57) ABSTRACT
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED
Providing an electronic book that achieves a favorable human interface with

functions such as rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, scroll, etc. of a map image that are
easy to use and a mobile information device and information storage media used

for these.
MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM
An electronic book that includes a display area that can display map images.
Based on the movement history of contacting the display area with a finger,
execution instructions for at least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in,
zoom-out, or scroll and, at the same time, the quantity of operation can be input
for a map image. Moving two fingers apart inputs a command to zoom in as well
as the amount to zoom in on the map image. Furthermore, moving two fingers

toward each other inputs a command to zoom out as well as the amount to zoom
1
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out on the map image. In addition, a rotate command and amount of rotation can
be input for the map image by rotating one finger with another finger as the axis.
Claims
Claim 1
A mobile information device with a display area that can display map images,
comprising: finger movement detection means that detects the movement history
of fingers contacting the display area displaying the map image, operation details

determination means that judges at least one operation selected from rotate,
zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll of a map image to have been input based on said
finger movement history, and map image generation means that generates a
map image with at least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out,
or scroll performed for a map image displayed in the display area based on said
judgment.
Claim 2
The mobile information device of claim 1, wherein said operation details

determination means determines at least one operation amount selected from
amount of rotation, amount of zoom-in, amount of zoom-out, or amount of scroll
of a map image based on said finger movement history and said map image

generation means generates a map image with at least one operation selected
from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, and scroll performed for a map image displayed
in the display area based on the quantity of operation determined.
Claim 3
The mobile information device of either claim 1 or 2, wherein if said finger
movement detection means detects the moving apart of two fingers contacting
the display area displaying the map image, said operation details determination

means judges input of a zoom-in operation of the map image and said map
image generation means generates a zoomed-in map image.
Claim 4
The mobile information device of any of claims 1 through 3, wherein if said finger
movement detection means detects the movement of two fingers toward each
other contacting the display area displaying the map image, said operation

details determination means judges input of a zoom-out operation of the map
image and said map image generation means generates a zoomed-out map
image.
Claim 5
The mobile information device of any one of claims 1 through 4, wherein if said
finger movement detection means detects one finger contacting the display area
rotating with another finger contacting the display area displaying the map image

as an axis, said operation details determination means judges input of a rotate
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operation of the map image and said map image generation means generates a
rotated map image.
Claim 6
The mobile information device of any one of claims 1 through 5, wherein the
mobile information device is used as an electronic book.
Claim 7

Information storage media that can be used in at least one of a mobile
information device or electronic book that can display a map image, comprising:
information for detecting the movement history of a finger contacting a display
area displaying a map image, information for judging input of at least one

operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll based on said finger
movement history, and information for generating a map image with at least one
operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed for a map
image displayed in the display area based on said judgment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0001
INDUSTRIAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is related to a mobile information device, an electronic
book, and information storage media used for these.
0002
BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGY AND PROBLEMS THAT THIS INVENTION
INTENDS TO RESOLVE
In recent years, information such as text, images, and audio have been recorded
on electronic media such as CD-ROMs, FD, the like, and electronic books and
mobile information devices that allow for a type of product similar to a book have
been implemented.
0003
These types of electronic book and mobile information device can address many
of the physical drawbacks for paper books. Furthermore, they can facilitate a
non-linear reading style and the reader can enjoy a diversified reading
experience from various perspectives.
0004
Furthermore, the speed and low cost of publishing using such devices enable
easy publication by anyone, including the publication of specialized information
where the number of readers is limited, thus achieving an ideal publication
process.
0005
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Here, when map information is stored in this type of electronic book or mobile
information device, such a device may be carried while moving about or traveling,
for convenient referral to the map image. In particular, unlike regular maps,
electronic books and mobile information devices enable implementation of

enhanced functions such as freely zooming in and zooming out as well as
scrolling through parts that are needed. This is because electronic books and
mobile information devices can implement dramatically enhanced functions for

search and use of information, compared to regular paper books.
0006
However, even with the ability to achieve this enhanced function, if the operation
is complex or difficult or is otherwise not user-friendly, it won't be used efficiently.
In particular, the electronic book and mobile information devices are built small
and are convenient for carrying around; therefore, an input method and an
operation method suitable for these types of devices are desired.
0007
The present invention was invented in light of the problems described above and
an objective thereof is to provide an electronic book and mobile information
device that can display map images with a user-friendly interface with functions

of rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, and scroll and the like of the map image as well as
information storage media used for these types of electronic books and mobile
information devices.

0008
MEANS FOR SOLVING THE VARIOUS PROBLEMS
The present invention is a mobile information device with a display area that can
display map images, comprising: finger movement detection means that detects
the movement history of fingers contacting the display area displaying the map
image, operation details determination means that judges at least one operation
selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll of a map image to have been
input based on said finger movement history, and map image generation means
that generates a map image with at least one operation selected from rotate,
zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed for a map image displayed in the display
area based on said judgment.
0009
Using the present invention, the user can input at least one operation selected
from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, and scroll of a map image displayed in the
display area through the movement history of his fingers.
0010
The movement history of fingers contacting the display area is a concept

including a passage of time element and is distinguished from an operation of
simply touching an input mark or the like with a finger that does not include a

passage of time element.
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0011
With the present invention, because various types of operation can be input
using movement history, hardware such as buttons on the case or a keyboard

does not need to be prepared, enabling provision of a more compact mobile
information device. Furthermore, non-use of input marks and the like on the

screen for operation promotes effective use of a small screen suitable for
carrying around and makes a more visible screen display feasible.
0012
Furthermore, because simultaneous input of executable instructions and
execution details with a single operation, such as [pushing] a button, etc., is
difficult, multiple operations such as operations for commanding execution details
and operations for performing execution instructions are required, and this is
troublesome. However, with the present invention input is performed through
movement of fingers where detection of the command range and movement

range of the finger enables simultaneous indication of operation amount and
operation range, providing a user-friendly interface.
0013
Furthermore, with the present invention, the aforementioned operation details

determination means determines at least one operation amount selected from
amount of rotation, amount of zoom-in, amount of zoom-out, and amount of scroll
based on finger movement history and the aforementioned map image

generation means generates a map image with at least one operation selected
from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed for a map image displayed in

the display area based on the operation amount determined.
0014
With the present invention, the user can simultaneously input not only execution

instructions for at least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out,
and scroll of the map image displayed in the display area but also the quantity of
operation by using the finger movement history.
0015
Execution instructions of the operation are instructions to execute one of the
operations of rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll or the like. Furthermore,

quantity of operation means the amount of rotation for a rotate operation, amount
of zoom-in for a zoom-in operation, amount of zoom-out for a zoom-out operation,
amount of scroll for a scroll operation or the determined range to be displayed by
zooming in, zooming out, rotating, or scrolling.
0016
With the present invention, the operation amount can be inputted for each type of

operation based on the movement history of fingers; therefore, a user can input
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the desired quantity of operation by adjusting finger motion according to his

needs.
0017
Furthermore, because it is difficult to indicate an arbitrary quantity of operation
and perform an execution instruction with a single operation using buttons or tags,
multiple operations such as indicating the quantity of operation and commanding
execution are required, making it complicated. However, with the present
invention, input is performed through the movement of fingers where detection of
command range and movement range of the fingers enables simultaneous
indication of operation amount and operation range, providing a simple, userfriendly interface.
0018
Furthermore, with the present invention, if the aforementioned finger movement
detection means detects an operation of two fingers contacting the display area
displaying the map image moving apart, the aforementioned operation details
determination means judges input of a zoom-in operation of the map image and

the aforementioned map image generation means generates a zoomed-in map
image.
0019
The action of moving apart of two fingers in contact with the display area
displaying the map image is an action that would be thought of as zooming in on

a map image and users can easily accept this action as a zoom-in action. In
addition, one action can provide execution instructions indicating zoom-in details

such as zoom-in range and amount of zoom-in based on position of action and
amount of action.

0020
Therefore, with the present invention, a mobile information device that enables a
user-friendly zoom-in operation can be provided to the user.
0021
Note that zooming-in of the map image can either be a constant rate of zooming
for one action or zooming at a rate corresponding to the amount of distance the
fingers are moved. When zooming in using a ratio corresponding to the distance
the fingers are moved, the user can perform an execution instruction indicating
the amount of zoom-in using one action, enabling provision of an interface that is
user-friendly.
0022
Furthermore, it is preferable to include the location contacted by the fingers prior
to zooming in, within the range of the map image displayed in the display area as

the result of zooming in. This enables the user to perform an execution
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instruction indicating the zoom-in range with one action, providing an interface
that is user-friendly.
0023
Furthermore, the action of zooming in on a map image not only involves reducing
the scale of the image but also can include changing from a map image with
overall topography and location of cities as the main constituent of information
before zooming in, to a detailed zoomed-in map of a city or a part of a city with
information such as buildings and roads being the main constituent of the
information.
0024
Furthermore, with the present invention, if the aforementioned finger movement
detection means detects an operation of two fingers contacting the display area
displaying the map image moving toward each other, the aforementioned

operation details determination means judges input of a zoom-out operation of
the map image and the aforementioned map image generation means generates
a zoomed-out map image.
0025
The action of moving toward each other two fingers in contact with the display
area displaying the map image is an action that would be thought of as zooming

out from a map image and users can easily accept this action as a zoom-out
action. In addition, one action can provide execution instructions indicating zoom-

out details such as zoom-out range and amount of zoom-out based on the
position of action and amount of action.
0026
Therefore, with the present invention, a mobile information device that enables a
user-friendly zoom-out operation can be provided to the user.

0027
Note that zooming-out of the map image can either be a constant rate of zooming
out for one action or zooming at a rate corresponding to the amount of distance
the fingers moved. When zooming out using a ratio corresponding to the distance
the fingers move, the user can perform an execution instruction indicating the
amount of zoom-out using one action, enabling provision of an interface that is
user-friendly.
0028
Furthermore, it is preferable to include the location contacted by the fingers prior

to zooming out in the range of the map image displayed in the display area as
the result of zooming out. This enables the user to perform an execution
instruction indicating the zoom-out range with one action, providing an interface
that is user-friendly.
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0029
In addition, the action of zooming out from a map image not only involves
increasing the scale of the image but also can include changing from a townmap-type map image where buildings and roads were the main constituent of
information before zooming in [sic] to a map image where the main constituent of
information is topography and location of cities.

0030
With the present invention, if the aforementioned finger movement detection
means detects one finger contacting the display area rotating with another finger
contacting the display area displaying the map image as an axis, the

aforementioned operation details determination means judges input of a rotate
operation of the map image and the aforementioned map image generation
means generates a rotated map image.
0031
Rotation of one finger contacting the display area with another finger contacting

the display area displaying a map image as an axis is similar to an action when
using a compass. Therefore, this will be thought of as rotating of a map image
and the user can easily accept this action as a rotate operation. In addition, one
action can provide execution instructions indicating rotation details such as

rotation range and amount of rotation based on position of action and amount of
action.
0032
Therefore, with the present invention, a mobile information device that enables a
user-friendly rotate operation can be provided to the user.
0033
Furthermore, if a user wants to align the direction he is facing with the direction

on the screen, he must rotate the map itself when using an actual map. However,
with the mobile information device of the present invention, the same effect can
be achieved by rotating the map image displayed. Therefore, the user can view a
map image rotated in his desired direction through a simple operation, thus
enabling the provision of a mobile information device that is more user-friendly

than an actual map.
0034
Note that rotation of the map image can either be a constant rate of rotation for
one action or rotation at a rate corresponding to the amount of distance the
fingers moved. When rotating using a ratio corresponding to the distance the
fingers moved, the user can perform an execution instruction indicating the
amount of rotation with one action, enabling provision of an interface that is userfriendly.
0035
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Furthermore, it is preferable to include the location contacted by the fingers prior
to rotating in the range of the map image displayed in the display area as the
result of rotating. This enables the user to perform an execution instruction
indicating the rotation range with one action, providing an interface that is userfriendly.
0036
Furthermore, the present invention is the aforementioned mobile information

device used as an electronic book.
0037
In other words, [this is] an electronic book with a display area that can display
map images, comprising: finger movement detection means that detects the
movement history of fingers contacting the display area displaying the map
image, operation details determination means that judges at least one operation
selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll of a map image to have been
input based on the aforementioned finger movement history, and map image
generation means that generates a map image with at least one operation
selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed for a map image
displayed in the display area based on the aforementioned operation details
determination means.
0038
Furthermore, with the aforementioned electronic book, the aforementioned

operation details determination means determines at least one operation amount
selected from amount of rotation, amount of zoom-in, amount of zoom-out, and
amount of scroll based on the aforementioned finger movement history and the

aforementioned map image generation means generates a map image with at
least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed
for a map image displayed in the display area based on the operation amount
determined.
0039
Furthermore, with the aforementioned electronic book, if the aforementioned
finger movement detection means detects an operation of two fingers contacting
the display area displaying the map image moving apart, the aforementioned

operation details determination means judges input of a zoom-in operation of the
map image and the aforementioned map image generation means generates a
zoomed-in map image.

0040
Furthermore, with the aforementioned electronic book, if the aforementioned
finger movement detection means detects an operation of two fingers contacting
the display area displaying the map image moving toward each other, the
aforementioned operation details determination means judges input of a zoom-
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out operation of the map image and the aforementioned map image generation
means generates a zoomed-out map image.
0041
Furthermore, with the aforementioned electronic book, if the aforementioned
finger movement detection means detects one finger contacting the display area
rotating with another finger contacting the display area displaying the map image

as an axis, the aforementioned operation details determination means judges
input of a rotate operation of the map image and the aforementioned map image
generation means generates a rotated map image.
0042
Furthermore, the present invention is information storage media that can be used
in at least one of a mobile information device or electronic book that can display
a map image, comprising: information for detecting the movement history of a
finger contacting a display area displaying a map image, information for judging

input of at least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll
of a map image based on said finger movement history, and information for

generating a map image with at least one operation selected from rotate, zoom-in,
zoom-out, or scroll performed for a map image displayed in the display area
based on said judgment.
0043
Furthermore, it is preferable for the aforementioned information storage media to
be configured to include information for determination of at least one quantity of

operation selected from amount of rotation, amount of zoom-in, amount of zoomout, or amount of scroll of a map image based on the aforementioned finger
movement history and for generation of a map image with at least one operation
selected from rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out, or scroll performed for the map image
displayed in the display area based on the quantity of operation determined.
0044
Furthermore, it is preferable for the aforementioned information storage media to
be configured to include information for judging input of a map image zoom-in
operation in the case that the moving apart of two fingers in contact with the
display area displaying the map image is detected and for generation of a
zoomed-in map image.
0045
Furthermore, it is preferable for the aforementioned information storage media to
be configured to include information for judging input of a map image zoom-out
operation in the case that the moving toward each other of two fingers in contact
with the display area displaying the map image is detected and for generation of

a zoomed-out map image.
0046
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Furthermore, it is preferable for the aforementioned information storage media to
be configured to include information for judging input of a rotate operation of a
map image in the case that an action of rotating one finger in contact with the
display area with another finger contacting the display area displaying the map

image as an axis is detected and for generation of a rotated map image.
0047
EMBODIMENTS
1. Characteristics of the present invention
A characteristic of the present invention is performing rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out,
or scrolling of a map image through finger movement on a map image displayed
on a mobilei information device or electronic book that can display a map image.
0048
Fig. 1 is a functional block diagram of a mobile information device or electronic
book with characteristic functions of the present invention.
0049
The finger movement detector 10 is for detecting the movement history of fingers

on the display area displaying a map image for input of operations by the user
such as zoom-in, zoom-out, rotate, scroll and the like. The finger movement
detector 10 is a transparent touch panel or the like overlaid on the display area
60. Detection data obtained by the finger movement detector 10 are input to the

processor 20.
0050
The processor 20 performs processing for generating a map image based on the
aforementioned detection data and prescribed programming and the like. This
processor 20 function is implemented using hardware such as a CPU (CISC type,
RISC type), DSP, custom (gate array etc.) IC, memory and the like.
0051
The information storage medium 70 is for storing a program and data. The
function of the information storage medium 70 is implementation using hardware
such as a CD-ROM, cassette, IC card, MO, FD, DVD, hard disk, and memory

and the like. This processor 20 performs various types of processing based on a
program and data from this information storage medium 70.
0052
The processor 20 is made up of an operation details determination part 30, a

map operation processor 40, and an image generation part 50.
0053
i Translator's note: Original Japanese literally: "morphological," which is a homonym for "mobile." Likely
a typographical error.
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The operations details determination part 30 judges the operation details input by
the user based on the finger movement history detected by the finger movement
detector 10. Specifically, the operations details determination part 30 judges
finger movement history detected by the finger movement detector 10 of two
fingers moving apart as input of a map image zoom-in operation. Furthermore,
for example, the operations details determination part 30 judges finger movement
history detected by the finger movement detector 10 of two fingers moving
toward each other as input of a map image zoom-out operation. Furthermore, the
operations details determination part 30 judges finger movement history detected
by the finger movement detector 10 of one finger rotating with another finger as

an axis as input of a map image rotate operation. Furthermore, for example, the
operations details determination part 30 judges finger movement history detected
by the finger movement detector 10 of action of moving one finger as input of a

map scroll operation.
0054

The map operation processor 40 performs processing to generate a map image
with the operation judged by the operation details determination part 30
implemented and includes a zoom-in processor 42, a zoom-out processor 44, a
rotation processor 46, and a scroll processor 48.
0055

The zoom-in processor 42 performs necessary processing for generating a
zoomed-in map image corresponding to the distance that two fingers are moved

apart. The zoom-out processor 44 performs necessary processing for generating
a zoomed-out map image corresponding to the distance that two fingers are
moved toward each other. The rotation processor 46 performs necessary

processing for generating a rotated map image corresponding to the angle of
rotation of one finger.
0056

The scroll processor 48 performs the necessary processing for generating a
scrolled map image corresponding to the movement of one finger.

0057
The image generation part 50 generates a map image output to the display area
based on processing performed by the map operation processor 40. Generation
of a map image can be a method of maintaining image data at maximum

resolution and generating a scaled image by pixel-skipping these image data, or
a method of holding all the data as vector data and performing the necessary
calculation to generate a map image.
0058
2. A favorable embodiment of the present invention
The present invention is described in detail below using an electronic book as a
favorable embodiment of the present invention.
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0059
(1) External appearance drawing
Fig. 2 (A), (B), (C) shows an external appearance drawing of the electronic book
of this embodiment. In Fig. 2 (A), 110 is an external appearance front view with
the electronic book for this embodiment when it is closed and 120 is a side view.
130 shows the electronic book of this embodiment when it is open. For
convenience of carrying, the electronic book of this embodiment is configured to

be roughly the size of a paperback book when the electronic book is closed, as
illustrated by 110.

0060
Fig. 2 (B) is a diagram showing a disk 140 on which software used in the
electronic book is stored. As shown in Fig. 2 (C), the set-up of a disk 140 with
various types of software stored on it in the electronic book body 150 enables the
electronic book of this embodiment to provide information corresponding to
details of various types of software.
0061
(2) Operation processing of a map image using finger movement

Next, an operation example of a map image using finger movement in the
electronic book of this embodiment will be explained.
0062
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a screen example displaying the case where travel
information software is set. The center of the screen is primarily used as an
information display area and the edges of the screen are primarily used for

search tag and toolbar display areas. The details noted on one page of a twopage spread are displayed as image information in the information display area.
Furthermore, search tags 210 to 230 and the like are displayed in the search tag
area. Furthermore, images 240 and 242 that simulate the "thickness of a book"

are displayed on the right and left edges of the display area.
0063
[1] Map zoom-in operation
A user touches the "Map" 220 search tag with a finger 250, and a full map 260 of
"India" is displayed on the screen (see Fig. 4). In the case that the obtaining of
information near "Bombay" is desired, as shown in Fig. 6 (B), the placement of a
thumb and forefinger near "Bombay" on the screen with the thumb and forefinger
close together and the action of moving the thumb and forefinger away from each
other (map zoom-in gesture) are performed (see Fig. 5). When performed in this
manner, a zoomed-in map image corresponding to the movement history of the
thumb and forefinger is displayed. In other words, an increased level of

separation of the thumb and forefinger leads to a smaller scale and a more
detailed map.
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0064
Here, the zoom-in of the map on the screen can be performed in real time by the
action of moving the thumb and forefinger apart. Or, a zoomed-in map image can

be displayed after the movement of fingers stops where the final amount of
zoom-in is set based on the amount of zoom-in.
0065
In addition, as shown in Fig. 7, holding the thumb still and moving the forefinger
away from the thumb can also be included in map zoom-in gestures.
0066

If a more detailed map image is desired after seeing the results of the zoomed-in
map, repetition of the aforementioned zoom-in gesture enables obtaining a more
detailed map image. Note, in this embodiment, if maps of cities are zoomed in to
a certain extent, detailed maps of cities such as town maps are displayed.

0067
[2] Map scroll operation
As shown in Fig. 8, when a finger is placed on the screen and moved in the
desired direction while pressing a finger on the screen (map scroll gesture), a
map moved in the direction of movement of the finger and the same distance as
the moved finger is displayed.
0068[3] Map zoom-out operation

When desiring a zoomed-out map for a case such as to see a map image with
larger scale, or to display information for a wide range or the like, first place a
thumb and forefinger apart on the map displayed on the screen as shown in Fig.
6 (A), then move the thumb and forefinger toward each other as shown in Fig. 9
(map zoom-out gesture). When performed in this manner, a zoomed-out map
image corresponding to the movement history of the thumb and forefinger is
displayed. In other words, an increased level of separation of the thumb and

forefinger leads to a smaller scale and a more detailed map [sic].
0069
Here, the zooming-out of the map on the screen can be performed in real time by
the action of moving the thumb and forefinger toward each other. Or, a zoomed-

out map image can be displayed after the movement of fingers stops where the
final amount of zoom-out is set based on the amount of zoom-out.
0070
In addition, unlike what is shown in Fig. 7, holding the thumb still and moving the
forefinger toward the thumb can also be included in map zoom-out gestures.
0071
If a map image over a broader range is desired after seeing the results of the
zoomed-out map, repetition of the aforementioned map zoom-out gesture
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enables obtaining a map image for an even broader range. Note, in this
embodiment, if maps of cities are zoomed out to a certain extent, the display will
switch from detailed maps of cities such as town maps to a normal map display.

0072
[4] Map rotation operation
If change of orientation of a map without changing scale is desired, first place a
thumb and forefinger apart on the map displayed on the screen as shown in Fig.
6 (A), then hold either the thumb or forefinger in one place and rotate the other
finger with the other finger as an axis (map rotation gesture) (see Fig. 10). When
performed in this manner, a map image with rotation corresponding to the
movement history of the thumb and forefinger is displayed.
0073
As shown in Fig. 11, holding one of the fingers in place at the point O and
rotating the other finger from point A to point B enables display of a map image in
a rotated direction 370 equal to the rotated angle O from A to B.
0074
Here, the map can be rotated in real time on the screen with rotation of one of
the fingers. Or, a zoomed-out [sic] map image can be displayed after the
movement of fingers stops where the final amount of rotation is set based on the
amount of rotation.
0075
Note that finger movement is not limited to movement of thumb and forefinger but
can be performed using the thumb and middle finger or other combinations of
digits.
0076
(3) Search processing
Next, a specific example of search processing based on finger action in an
electronic book of this embodiment will be described.
0077[1] A normal search operation
For example, if a user desires hotel information in "Southern India," a method
such as that shown in Fig. 12 is available. Specifically, first select the "Southern
India" tag to display the first page noted for "Southern India" information, then
select the lodging tab as a method to display the first page providing information
for "Southern India Lodging." This method is useful when the user wants to
obtain various information regarding "Southern India" by displaying a first page
noting information for "Southern India" and by subsequently searching various
information for "Southern India."

0078
[2] Search operations using logical products
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However, when the only information needed by the user is "Southern India
Lodging," displaying a first page noting information for "Southern India Lodging"
directly in one operation is preferable. Here, as shown in Fig. 13 (A), if the user
touches the "Southern India" tag with a finger on his left hand and touches the
"Lodging" tag with a finger on his right hand at the same time, this embodiment is
configured to display the first page noting information for "Southern India
Lodging" directly with one operation.

0079
If information for "Southern India Lodging" is provided on several pages, as
shown in Fig. 13 (B), information noted on the next and subsequent pages can
be read by performing a page-turning input.
0080
(4) Page-turning, bookmark insertion processing, etc.
Next, a specific example of page-turning using the electronic book of this
embodiment will be explained.
0081[1] Page-turning input operation
In the electronic book of this embodiment, as most operations are input through

movement of fingers on the screen, there are very few buttons on the casing and
the like for operation input. Another characteristic is that there are very few marks
for operation input on the screen on which book details are displayed (see Fig. 3).
0082
In this embodiment, by installing travel information software in an electronic book,

as shown in Fig. 3, the user can view the same details on the screen as those in
a [paper] book in a similar manner as viewing a travel guidebook.
0083

When the user wants to see the next page, if the user traces a finger in the
information display area on the screen as if turning a page of a paper book, as
shown in Fig. 14, the display screen changes to the details on the next page with

an image of turning as if there were a page.
0084
Here, the user is required to press a forefinger firmly on the screen and to move
his finger in a horizontal direction as if rubbing. In this embodiment, in order to
distinguish page-turning inputs from other inputs, if the finger contacts the screen
within a prescribed surface area and with a prescribed pressure, and moves in a
horizontal direction, this is judged to be a page-turning input.
0085
Note that the page-turning direction is reversed, depending on vertical text vs.
horizontal text, similar to actual books. Specifically, in the case of a vertical-text
book where pages proceed from right to left, when the movement shown in Fig.
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